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Introduction  

Historical Board Gaming is proud to present Global 

War 1936-1945™ - the ultimate World War II strategic 

game. If you’ve played the first edition of Global War, 

or Axis & Allies or similar games, this game will seem 

quite familiar to you as basic mechanics and turn 

structure of the game are similar. However, there are 

many changes and new features that make this game 

unique. 

New Rules 

There are a lot of rules in Global War -2nd edition, but 

do not be intimidated! Many of them are optional and 

you are encouraged to select rules that suit the type of 

play you enjoy. In order to learn the rules you will need 

to read through the rulebook. Additionally there are 

nation-specific rules on each nation’s National 

Reference Sheet you will need  to be familiar with. 

New Map 

The new map is completely recreated with more 

territories and land features than ever. We have added 

geographical features including canals, straits, 

mountains, and rivers. We have also added railroads 

and strategic rail movement rules. You will find many 

new minor colonies and even China divided among its 

autonomous regions. 

Three Alliances 

Gone are the days  when the Soviets are assumed to be 

an “ally”. Now the Soviet Union leads the Comintern 

(including the Communist Chinese and Spanish 

Republicans) as a third Alliance for both the Axis and 

Allies to contend with. The Allies and Comintern must 

work together to defeat  the Axis, but must also 

calculate their competing objectives. 

A New Beginning 

Global War has been redesigned to be played from 

either a 1936 or 1939 start date, giving players a range 

of options in the run- up to World War II. Players can 

now fight conflicts such as the Spanish Civil War or the 

Chinese Civil war, all while sculpting and positioning 

their armies for the impending war. 

And more to come… 

One of the most exciting things about Global War II is 

the incredible number of planned expansions. Our 

team has modeled dozens of units for 3D printed 

expansions. We have multiple Global War expansion 

sets to expand play options. Even more exciting is our 

line of Global War games that will span from 1850 to 

2025! Players will be able to recreate any of these eras 

and even move through them all in one epic game!! 

Now, without further ado, let’s get started learning the 

rules! 

 

 

 

 



GLOSSARY 

Alliance: Any of three main groups; the Axis, Allies or Comintern. Minor Powers may join these 

Alliances during the game. In order to avoid confusion we use the term “member of your Alliance” 

instead of “Allies” to avoid confusion with the Alliance called the “Allies.” 1 

Aligned: Two or more nations are said to be “Aligned” when they meet certain preconditions. Major 

Powers that are members of the same Alliance Align with each other when they are at war with the 

same Major Power. Minor Powers can also Align to Major Powers when Attacked (4.4) or a nation 

meets their Alignment conditions (4.7). 2 

Attack/Defender: The Attacker is the player who is currently taking a turn. The Defender is any 

other player that is being Attacked. Where the rules use the words “Attack” or “Defend” they also refer 

to this dynamic. Thus if a rule states that an “Attacker gets +1” on a roll, it is only the player who is 

taking his turn and not the Defending player that benefits from that bonus.  

Capital Ship: An aircraft carrier or battleship. These ships take two hits to destroy and can only be 

built and repaired at a shipyard. 

British Commonwealth: Great Britain (England), Far East Command (FEC), and Australia & New 

Zealand (ANZAC) and all land zones on the map marked with a British, FEC, or ANZAC roundel.  

Control: Control is a level of decision-making a Major Power has over a non-Aligned Minor Power. 

This typically includes rolling for that nation’s units in battle, and choosing their casualties in combat 

General Rules & Terminology 

0.1 Fractions: Round all fractions up (e.g. half of 3 is 

2) 

0.2 Bonuses & Die Roll Modifiers: Bonuses and die 

roll modifiers are cumulative except as follows: 

(a)  You must only claim your highest Attack or 

Defense bonus.  Thus a Mountain Infantry, Defending 

in a city with a Fortification is only eligible for the 

highest benefit on any given round.  In this case it 

would be +2 on the first round (for the fortification) 

and +1 on subsequent rounds. 

(b) A player is only subject to the highest negative Attack 

of Defense modifier. Thus a player attacking a mountain 

zone across a river is only subject to -1 on the first round of 

combat. 

0.3 Terminology: Global War rules use many specific 

terms. For ease of use, where a term has specific definition in 

the game it is Capitalized. For example, the terms Control, 

Possession, Alliance (and others) are capitalized to 

differentiate them from their more common usage. Below 

are some terms you will encounter in the rules. 

4 
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(4.5). 

D6: A six-sided die: This is used  mainly in convoy  raiding, battleship repair, variable ending and 

strategic bombing. 

D12: A twelve-sided die. This dice is used for most rolls in the game. Assume use of a D12 unless 

otherwise specified. 

Declaring War: Declaring war is “initiating war”, meaning that the player declaring it is starting the 

war.  Players may sometimes “declare war” in response to being Attacked but this is not technically a 

declaration of war per the rules as war was already declared by the Attacker.  

Enemy: A nation you are at war with (e.g. Germany and France are not “Enemies” until they are at 

war). 

Friendly: A unit, facility or land zone is “Friendly” if it is yours or belongs to a nation that is Aligned 

with you (e.g. London is not a “Friendly” land  zone to the USA until the USA and Great Britain are 

Aligned). 

Home Country: Each nation has a group of land zones that comprise their Home Country as 

defined on the National Reference Sheet. For a Minor Power the Home Country includes the primary 

country but not its colonies, islands or conquered lands.  

IPP: Industrial Production Point – the basic unit of money in the game. 

Income: Your income  is the amount of IPPs you receive during the Place Units and Collect Income 

Phase. 

Lend-Lease: A system by which Major Powers may lend IPPs and units to other nations who are at 

war without the lender necessarily being at war themselves.  

Major Power: The Major Powers are Germany, Japan, Italy, USA, France, The British 

Commonwealth and the Soviet Union. Chinese Nationalists and Communists are not major powers.  

Minor Power: A nation that is not a Major Power is a Minor Power.  

National Reference Sheet: The sheet for each nation that lists their set -up, unit characteristics, 

bonus income, and other important information.  

Possession/Ownership: Possession means that you own a land zone – either because you 

conquered it, are Aligned with it or already owned it at the start of the game. If you Possess a land 

zone, your roundel is on it –either because it is printed on the map or you placed it there. You may not 

Possess a sea zone. The word “ownership” is used synonymously in the rules.  

Strategic Bombing: A type of combat where bombers Attack and cause damage to Enemy 

facilities. Only Medium and Strategic  bombers can use Strategic  Bombing. Strategic  Bombers can 
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make a special Attack against units called Carpet -Bombing. 

Submerge: The ability of an Attacking or Defending submarine to retreat but remain in the same sea 

zone. 

Surface Ship: Any naval vessel that is not a submarine.  

Supply Path: A supply path is a path or land and or sea zones to or from a major factory in your 

Home Country. On land, the path must travel along an undamaged railroad. It may also travel across 

sea zones but must leave land and enter land zones where there is an undamaged Naval Base. It may 

not pass straits that are closed to you. The path may pass through sea zones that contain an Enemy 

unit without consequence except during Lend-Lease interception. 3 

Unit Class: Unit classes in the game are: Infantry, Armor, Artillery, Naval, Air or Facility (13.1).  

Warship: Any surface  ship or submarine that has an attack value.  

Zone: A zone is any area on the map surrounded by a border. The game has both land and sea zones 

(SZ). A “coastal” zone has a land border with a numbered sea zone. Land zones have a red number to 

indicate their IPP value. Sea zones sometime have a blue number to indicate the IPPs that can be lost 

from raiding. 

Section 1: The Map 
 

1.0: The Global 1936-1945 Map features 

many new historically accurate territory 

boundaries as well as other  features you will 

need to be familiar with. 

1.1 Land Zones: A land zone is any zone 

representing land. All Land Zones have a 

name printed on them. If a Land Zone does not have a name, it is likely part of an adjacent zone 

or island chain. Many Land Zones have red numbers in them indicating their IPP value. Zones 

may also have railroads printed in them, shown as a black and white line. 

1.2 Sea Zones (SZ): A sea zone represents an ocean, sea or large body of water. All sea 

zones in the game have a number printed in them. Sea zones sometimes have a white dotted 

convoy line (10.45) in them or blue numbers indicating their IPP raiding value. 

1.3 Supply Path: A supply path is a path to or from a Major Factory in a player’s home 

country that you trace to your units for actions such as lend-lease, ship yard production, 

1 
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motorized upgrade and rail movements. The path may travel any distance over land and sea. 

By Land: When a supply path travels over land zones, it must travel along an 

undamaged railroad. Other players may give you verbal permission to move through 

zones they Possess using their railroads. 

By Sea: You may trace a supply path across any number of sea zones. The path 

must enter and leave land zones where there is a Naval Base. A supply path cannot go 

through straits/canals that are closed to you. Note that a blockade (9.10) may prohibit the 

tracing of a supply path. 

1.4 Mountains [Optional Rule]: Mountains are depicted on the map  in relief. Some 

territories are fully mountain zones while others may only have mountains on a border. 

Mountain Border: Land units Attacking across a mountain 

border suffer a -1 on the first round of combat and must be the first 

casualties chosen in combat ahead of land units that are not 

Attacking across a mountain border. 

Mountain Zone: A land zone that is entirely covered in 

mountains conveys a -1 on all rounds of combat to Attacking land units. 

Mountain Infantry: Mountain infantry add  +1 to their Defense  value  in mountains 

and never  suffer an Attacker penalty. This bonus lasts one round on a mountain border 

and all rounds in an all mountain zone. 

Blitz: A land  unit cannot blitz across a mountainous border or through, into, or out 

of a mountain zone. 

1.5 Rivers [Optional Rule]: Rivers are depicted blue on the map. If the territory a land unit is 

Attacking contains a river and that unit musts cross the river artwork in order to reach the 

roundel in the territory, river rules apply to that unit. If an Attacker must cross more than one river 

no further penalties apply. If the river is a zone border (bounded on both sides by a border line) 

river rules apply to whichever side is attacking as if the river was located in both land zones. 

Attacker Penalty: All land  units  Attacking across a river are 

subject to a -1 Attacker penalty on the first round of combat. 

Defender Bonus: When some units are subject to river rules and 

others are not, units subject to river rules must be chosen first in 

combat (the defender may still elect to select other targets when 

applicable). 

1.6 Straits and Canals: Straits and canals are water passages that can be closed to nations 

that are at war with the nation that Possess them. It costs no additional movement to move 

through straits or canals beyond what is required to change sea zones even if that passage 
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crosses a land zone. The primary difference is that a strait is located in a sea zone and a canal 

is located in a land zone. Thus; 

(a) Land units can cross a canal but not a strait. 

(b) Air units can fly over neutral straits but not a neutral canal. 

(c) Submarines can move through closed straits but not closed canals. 

(d) You could move through a strait the turn you captured its controlling territory 

but not through a canal. 

Straits: A strait is a narrow passage through a sea zone. Each strait is controlled by 

possession of specific adjacent land zones as shown on table 1-1. 

Canal: A canal is a water passage across land. The nation that controls 

the land zone(s) where the canal is located can regulate passage. Using a 

canal requires no additional movement cost except that needed to move 

between sea zones. Canals are shown below on table 1-1. 

 

Table 1-1 Canals and Straits 

Canals 
Possessing 

Nation 

Controlling 
Territory 

Closure 

Panama Canal United States Panama US can close once income is 15 IPP. 

Suez Canal Great Britain Suez 
Great Britain can close to nations at 
war against. 

Kiel Canal Germany 
Western 
Germany 

Germany can freely admit or deny 
passage. 

Bosporus & 

Dardanelles Canal 
Turkey  Istanbul 

Turkey, while neutral, closes to any 
nation at war with a Major Power. 

Baltic-White Sea 

Canal 
Soviet Union 

Several Soviet land 
zones (see Map) 

USSR may freely permit or deny 
passage (see below) to submarines. 

Straits 
Possessing 

Nation 

Controlling 
Territory 

Closure 

Danish Straits Denmark Denmark Denmark may close (see below). 

Straits of 
Gibraltar 

Great Britain Gibraltar 
Owner of Gibraltar may close the 
strait to nations with whom they are at 
war. 
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Baltic-White Sea Canal: This narrow and shallow canal connects 

Leningrad with the White Sea. The player in possession of all land zones that 

contain the canal may use it to transit one submarine in non-combat movement 

between sea zone 16 and sea zone 6. The canal is too shallow for other ships.  

Danish Straits: The Danish straits are a series of narrow straits connecting 

sea zones 13 and sea zone 15.  Britain, France and the USA may not pass any 

ships or submarines through this strait until they are at war.  Comintern and 

Axis units may move through the straits. 

Bosphorous & Dardenells: These two straits – collectively known as the 

“Turkish Straits” are significantly narrow enough that they are considered a 

canal for game purposes. Turkey, while neutral, closes to any nation at war with 

a Major Power. 

1.7 Cities: A circle (or semi-circle) on the map indicates a strategically important city. Cities 

are mentioned several places in the rules including victory objectives (3.0) and special 

fortification areas (12.12). Cities afford Defending infantry-class units +1 Defense on all rounds 

of combat and target selection “1” for armor-class units. A city that is completely surrounded by 

Enemy units conveys a -1 to all Defending units on all rounds of combat. A city is considered 

“surrounded” if it cannot trace a supply path to another friendly land zone.  

1.8 Impassable Zones: There are several areas impassable to land units. These include 

the Himalayan Mountains, Sahara Desert, Pripet Marshes and Australian Outback. Impassable 

areas can still be flown over by aircraft but aircraft cannot land there. 

1.9 Burma Road: The Burma Road allows movement through the otherwise impassable 

Himalayan Mountains. The Burma Road has the following rules:  

 The Burma Road opens on or after July 1938 if Japan and China 

are at war and Yunnan is in Possession of the KMT. 

 The Burma Road is the only way land units may Attack or move 

between Burma and Yunnan across the otherwise impassable 

Himalayan mountains. 

 The Burma Road may be used to trace a supply path (as if it were a railroad) to China 

by tracing a lend-lease route to Burma. The lend-lease arrives in Yunnan. 

Canal Example: On Italy’s turn it declares war on Yugoslavia. Britain is already at war with 

Germany so the Italian declaration of war on another country allows Britain to declare war on 

Italy. Britain declares war immediately, closing the Suez Canal to Italian movement. 
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1.10 Antarctica: Antarctica is impassable terrain. Land and Air units may not be placed there 

and facilities cannot be constructed. 

1.11 Northern Sea Route: The Soviet Union maintains a passage across the northern part 

of the USSR. The USSR (or any nation they permit) may move one naval unit per turn via the 

Northern Sea Route. This unit must begin its non-combat movement in SZ5 or SZ6. By 

expending its entire movement allowance (including any Naval Bases bonus) it is placed in SZ7. 

1.12 Dual Terrains: Some zones have more than one terrain in them. Remember that per 

0.2 a player must claim their highest Attack/Defense bonus and must take their highest negative 

modifiers on combat each round. This can change as some terrains are only impactful on the 

first round of combat. 

(a) Mountain Cities: A Mountain City (Example: 

Madrid) is a +1 Defense on all rounds of combat and a -

1 to the Attacker. It can be surrounded like a city. 

Mountain Infantry do not gain an additional +1. Blitz is 

prevented into, through or out of. 

(b) Mountain Rivers: As per 0.2 a player claims their 

highest combat advantage and/or disadvantage. Thus 

attacking across a river and into a mountain is still only -

1 on the first round of combat.  Mountain infantry would be subject to the -1 for the river 

even though they suffer no Attack penalty in Mountains. 

(c) River and City: The river would provide a -1 to the Attacker on the first round of 

combat, and the city would provide a +1 to the Defender on all rounds of combat in 

addition to other city bonuses (1.7). 
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Section 2: Setting Up 
 

2.1 Choose Scenario: There are two scenarios to choose from, table 2-1, each with their 

own set up charts. 

Table 2-1 Scenarios 

2.2 Choose Optional Rules: Before starting 

the game, players should decide which optional 

rules and units they want to use. This includes those 

listed in the rules as well as those from other 

expansions. 

2.3 Assign Nations: Decide which nations each 

player will command.  Use table 2-2 to assign 

players to countries based on how many players 

you have. Give each player the National Reference 

Sheet for the nation(s) they will play.  

2 

WORLD WAR II: Global War begins in 1939 with the German invasion of Poland. This is the 

traditional World War II scenario and ends in July 1945 (12 turns). The game begins with Germany 

already at war with Britain, France and Poland and with Japan at war with Nationalist and Communist 

China. 

TOTAL WAR: Total War begins in July of 1936. Players begin by fighting some limited conflicts 

(Spanish Civil War, Invasion of Ethiopia, and Chinese Civil War) and building their armies for the 

impending war. The game ends in July 1945 (18 turns). 

[Optional Rule] – Variable End: This option creates a variable end-point to either game 

scenario.   Beginning in July 1944 for either scenario a D6 is rolled at the end of each 6-month turn 

(January 1945, July 1945, etc..). The US player rolls the dice after the turn is finished. The game ends 

on the following rolls. 

July 1944: 1                                     July 1945: 1-3                              Each turn after: 1-5 

January 1945: 1-2                            January 1946: 1-4 

  

Add +1 per Major Power capital that is Enemy occupied by any major power. 
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The British Commonwealth: The Commonwealth is divided into three separate 

playable entities which include Great Britain, The Far East Command (FEC) and the 

forces of Australia and New Zealand (ANZAC). Great Britain determines when the 

Commonwealth goes to war. The British player may overrule the FEC and ANZAC 

players if they wish to declare war before Britain is ready. All sides share the same 

technology marker and turn limits on developing technology (7.7). All sides share per turn 

lend-lease limits (7.8). The British Commonwealth is one Major Power and its separate 

playable entities are treated as the same major power for the purposes of Attacking, 

Defending and moving together, sharing zones and bases (etc.…) 

Eastern and Western United States: The U.S. may be divided between two players.  

The Eastern player makes all decisions regarding diplomacy including declarations of 

war.  Both sides share the same technology marker turn limits (7.7) and per turn lend-

lease limits (7.8). All money is split equally between East and West, with the Eastern 

player distributing the undivided balance (i.e. if the US has 15 IPP each side gets 7 and 

the Eastern player assigns the last 1 to either side).  Sides may freely exchange money at 

any time. 

Table 2-2 Player Distribution 

 

 COUNTRIES 2 
Players 

3 
Players 

4 
Players 

5 
Players 

6 

Players 

7 
Players 

8 
Players 

Germany 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Italy 1 1 1 1 6 6 6 

Japan 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 

Soviet Union 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Communist China 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Great Britain 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Far East Command 2 3 3 3 3 7 7 

ANZAC 2 3 3 3 3 7 7 

W. United States 2 3 3 5 5 5 5 

Nat. China 2 3 3 5 5 5 5 

France 2 3 3 5 5 5 8 

E. United States 2 3 3 5 5 5 8 
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2.4 National Reference Sheets: Each nation has a National Reference Sheet that 

contains important information needed to run that country. Table 2-3 describes some of the 

important things you will find on these sheets. During game play you will keep the sheets close 

at hand because you will need to refer to them frequently. The National Reference Sheets are 

part of the rules and all players can see each other’s sheets at any time. 

Table 2-3 National Reference Sheet Critical Data 

 

2.5 Setting up: Set up the game according to the Scenario Set Up Chart. 

Units: Set up all the units as indicated for each nation. Some of the set up includes placement 

of ships at various levels of production. 

Facilities: Set up the facilities listed for the scenario. Most are listed by the name of the land 

zone, however some facilities (naval bases, coastal artillery and submarine bases) are described 

by which sea zone number (SZ#) they border. Note that some facilities are placed on the border 

of two zones and are listed as (SZ#,SZ#) in the set up charts. These facilities serve both sea 

zones. 

Starting IPP and Income: Give each nation IPPs equal to their starting income as listed for 

the scenario. Starting income does not include bonus income. Place the roundel on the Turn and 

IPP Tracking Chart number that corresponds to their 

starting income. 

Turn & IPP Tracker (table 2-4): Place the 

calendar marker on the top of the IPP Tracking Chart to 

indicate the current turn. This will be July 1936 for the 

1936 scenario and July 1939 for the 1939 scenario. 

Each turn represents six months of time and the year is 

divided into two turns starting in either January or July; 

listed at the top of the Turn Tracker. 

· Set up - Information on where to set up forces at the start of the game. 

· Economic - Information on how much money (IPPs) you get each turn. 

· Political - Information on political relationships with other nations, 

   including your relationship with Minor Powers. 

· Military - Statistics on your military forces, cost, move, etc… 

· Nation-Specific Rules - Special rules that apply to your nation. 
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Table 2-4 Turn & IPP Tracker 

Section 3: Victory Objectives 

 

3.1 Victory: The Alliance with the most total Victory Objectives 

(table 3-1) at the end of a scenario is the winner of the game. This is 

calculated by adding all the Objective Cities (3.2) and optional 

National Objectives (3.4). 

3.2 Objective Cities: You can calculate the victory objectives by 

totaling the number of Objective cities a player controls. They are; 

Berlin, Tokyo, Rome, London, Calcutta, Sydney, Paris, Washington 

D.C., Moscow, and Nanking. 

3.3 Loss: A nation loses one Victory Objective for each land zone 

worth at least 1 IPP in its Home Nation that is enemy occupied at 

end of game. A nation that has surrendered cannot achieve any 

victory conditions. 

3.4 National Objectives: Each Nation’s set up sheet lists optional additional optional Victory 

3 
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Objectives.  Each Alliance (Axis, Allies and Comintern) has 18 optional Victory Objectives 

divided among their nations. 

3.5 Victory Scoring Options: [Optional Rule] The following are optional methods of 

scoring victory. 

Method 1: After determining which Alliance is the victor, rank order each nation by 

the number of victory objectives in that Alliance each nation achieved. Then go to the 

Alliance with the next highest number of objectives. 

Method 2: Each nation is rank ordered by the total number of victory objectives it 

controls. The nation with highest is the winner.  

Table 3-1 Victory Objectives by Country 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

United States Objectives 

Condition Victory Points Scoring 

Monroe Doctrine 1 
Score 1 victory objective if there are no Axis or Soviet land units in the 

Western Hemisphere at game end and no land zone in the US Home Country 

has been in Possession of an Enemy player during the game at any time. 

Contain Fascism 1 
Score 1 victory objective if at end of game Germany and Italy are within their 

borders as of the start of the scenario. 

Contain 

Communism 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if there are less than three new nations or former 

colonies possessed by the Comintern world-wide at the end of the game. 

Pacific Security 1 

Score 1 victory objective if the US ends the game with twice as many capital 

ships in the Pacific as Japan.  (If a player has 0 capital ships count this as ½ a 

ship) 

Maintain the 

Empire 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if you the US ends the game in Possession of all of 

its original territories as of 1936. 

Technological 

Superiority 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if the U.S. has Heavy Bombers, Jet Aircraft, 

Strategic Rockets, and Long Range Aircraft technology at end of game. 

Victory Objectives 

Allied Objectives Axis Objectives Comintern Objectives 

USA: 6 

Great Britain: 4 

FEC: 1 

ANZAC: 1 

France: 3 

KMT China: 3 

Germany: 7 

Italy: 4 

Japan: 7 

USSR: 15 

CCP: 3 
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Great Britain Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Contain 

Communism 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if the USSR has no land units in Europe West of Eastern 

Poland and does not Possess the Bosphorus & Dardanelle straits. 

Maintain the 

Empire 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if Great Britain ends the game in Possession of the following 

land zones: South African Union, Cairo, and Aden. 

Contain Fascism 1 
Score 1 victory objective if Germany and Italy are within their scenario starting 

boundaries at end of game. 

Mediterranean 

Security 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if Britain has twice the capital ships as the Axis in the 

Mediterranean and controls Malta, Suez and Gibraltar. (If a player has 0 capital ships 

count this as ½ a ship) 

FEC 

Preserve the 

Empire 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game the FEC has possessions of all land zones 

worth more at least 1 IPP in India, Burma, Ceylon and Malay. 

ANZAC 

South Pacific 

Security 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if there are no Enemy troops anywhere in Australia or New 

Zealand and there are no Enemy warships in or South of the Netherlands East Indies. 

French Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Disarm Germany 1 Score 1 victory objective if German income is < 24 IPP at end of the game. 

Eliminate 

Communism 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if the Comintern does not Possess any land zones adjacent to 

French Home Country. 

Maintain the 

Empire 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game France has Possession of all starting land 

zones that are worth one or more points and France is in Possession of all French Home 

Country. 

Soviet Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Buffer Zone 1 
Score 1 victory objective if the USSR Posses East Poland, Lubelski, Vipuri, and 

all three Baltic States at end of game. 

Worldwide 

Communism 
12 

Score 1 victory objective for each land zone worth at least 1 IPP that the USSR 

Possess at end of game that it did not Possess at start of game and are not 

scored as part of another Soviet victory condition. 

Eastern Security 1 
Score 1 victory objective if the USSR has, in aggregate, twice the number of 

forces on all shared Japanese/USSR land borders as the Japanese. 

Ice Free Port 1 

Score 1 victory objective if the USSR Possess a Naval Base bordering the 

Atlantic, North Sea, or Mediterranean or possesses Crimea and the Bosphorus 

& Dardanelle straits at end of game. 
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 Chinese Nationalist (KMT) Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Expel Foreign 

Influence 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game there are no foreign Enemy troops (excluding 

CCP) in mainland China (including semi-autonomous regions but excluding Hanin 

Island). 

Reclaim China 1 
Score 1 victory objective if at end of game China has Possession of any two of the 

following: Jehol, Western Manchuria, Eastern Manchuria, Northern Manchuria, Formosa. 

Defeat the 

Communists 
1 Score 1 victory objective if at end of game there are no CCP units left in China. 

German Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Lebensraum 4 

Score 1 victory objective (four maximum) for each of the following groups of land zones 

Possessed by Germany at the end of game: (1) Warsaw, West Poland and Dolnoslaske (2) 

Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia (3) Denmark, Netherlands and Belgium (4) Yugoslavia and 

Greece (5) Bessarabia, Western Ukraine and Belorussia. 

Eliminate 

Communism 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game Germany Possesses Moscow or two Soviet 

Cities. 

Gain Resources 1 
Score 1 Victory Objective if at end of game German income from territories and bonus 

income is > 50 IPP. 

Spanish Civil War 1 
Score 1 victory objective if the Nationalists won the Spanish Civil War (1936) or Spain is 

Axis Aligned at end of game (1939). 

Italian Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Expand the Empire 2 
Score 1 victory objective for each new land zone Italy Possess at end of game that 

Italy did not Possess at start of game (maximum two zones). 

Mediterranean 

Dominance 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game Italy has twice as many capital 

warships in the Mediterranean as the Allies or Possess Gibraltar, the Suez Canal 

and Malta. (If a player has 0 capital ships count this as ½ a ship) 

Triumph of 

Fascism 
1 

Score 1 victory objective if Spanish Nationalists win the Civil War (1936) or Spain 

is Axis Aligned at end of game (1939). 
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Japanese Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Colonialism 2 
Score 2 victory objectives if at end of game Japan’s total income is > 50 IPP including 

bonus income. 

Pacific Security 1 

Score 1 victory objective if Japan has Midway, Wake, Guam the Caroline and Marshall 

islands or twice the capital ships as the Allies. (If a player has 0 capital ships count this as 

½ a ship) 

Asian Security 1 
Score 1 victory objective if at end of game Japan has, in aggregate, twice as many forces 

on all shared Japanese-Soviet land borders. 

Raw Materials 3 
Score 1 victory objective for each of the following Japan Possess at end of game: Malay, 

Hanoi & Saigon, the Philippines, Borneo, Java, and Nanking. 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Victory Objectives 

Condition 
Victory 

Points 
Scoring 

Expel Foreign 

Influence 
1 

Score 2 victory objectives if at end of game there are no foreign Enemy troops in mainland 

China (excluding Hanin Island).  KMT are not foreign units. 

Inflame the 

Revolution 
2 

Score 1 victory objective if at end of game the CCP has more land units in China than the 

KMT. 
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Section 4. National Relations 
 

4.1 Major Powers: There are seven Major Powers in Global War. Major 

Powers are the primary military and industrial powers of World War II. All 

Major Powers are run by players. 

4.2 Minor Powers: All other nations are Minor Powers. Some Minor 

Powers are also run by players. These include Nationalist China (KMT) and 

Communist China (CCP), Republican and Nationalist Spain and others. 

4.3 Alliances: There are three Alliances in the game – The Axis, Allies, and Comintern (the 

international communist movement, headed by the Soviet Union.) Table 4-1 shows, which Major and 

Minor powers are part of each Alliance at the start of the 1936 and 1939 game scenarios. Table 4-2 and 4

-3 describes political relations. 

Table 4-1 Alliances 

Table 4-2 Political Relations 

4 

Alliances composition at start of game (1936 & 1939) 

Allies Axis Comintern 

Major Powers 

British Commonwealth 

France 

United States 

Major Powers 
Germany 

Italy 

Japan 

Major Powers 

Soviet Union 

Controlled Minors 

Abyssinia (France) 1936 only. 
Nationalist China (USA) 

Controlled Minors 

Spanish Nationalist (Germany) 
1936 only 

Controlled Minors 

Spanish Republicans (USSR) 
1936 only 

Communist China (USSR) 

If a nation is a member of your Alliance: 

 You must return Possession of a land zone you capture from an Enemy to your Alliance member if that 

land zone has their roundel printed on it. You may not declare war on a member of your Alliance. 

Nations that are Aligned to one another may: 

 Give (or deny) permission for those nations to enter, move through or fly over land zones they control 

(including use of straits, canals, and railroads). 

Defend together when Attacked in a land or sea zone (9.1). 

 Minor Powers that Align become fully incorporated into a Major Power (4.4). 

If you Control a nation: 

 Roll for that nation’s forces in combat and select their casualties. 

 Spend their income to produce new units. 

 You may not have a Controlled minor take actions that put them at war with another major or minor 

power. 
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4.4 Aligning: Nations that are member of the same Alliance 

become “Aligned” when they are at war with the same Major 

Power.  Minor Powers Align to Major Powers under certain 

conditions. Once Minor Powers are Aligned they become fully 

part of the Major Power and cease to exist as a separate 

country.  

 

4.5 Control: The term “Control” refers to a limited level of 

decision-making you have over a Minor Power that has not yet 

Aligned to a Major Power. 

Table 4-3 Political Relations Effects 

Condition Effect   

 

Major Powers are considered neutral until they are at war with another Major 

power (even if they are at war with Minor Powers).  

Minor Powers are neutral until they are Aligned to a Major Power who is at war 

with another Major Power (even if they are at war).  

A Major Power may not enter or fly over a neutral nation without a declaration of 

war. 

 

Control is limited decision making authority a player has over a non-Aligned 

(neutral) Minor Power.  

When you Control a minor you may (a) roll for its units in combat and select their 

casualties (b) move its unit inside their Home Country and at sea and, (c) use 

their income and factories for their own production.  A controlled minor may not 

take any action that would put it at war with another nation.  

You may gain Control of a nation when a nation you are not at war with declares 

war on that nation as per table 4-4.  Note that Control can change to Alignment if 

the war status of Major Powers changes. 

 

Major Powers Align with other members of their Alliance when they are at war 

with the same Major Power.  

A Minor Power will Align with a Major Power (a) because it is Attacked – see 

table 4-4 or (b) special conditions are met per tables 4-5 through 4-7.  Once 

Aligned a Minor Power and its unit becomes part of the Major Power for all 

purposes and ceases to exist as a separate country for game purposes (with the 

exception of the KMT and CCP that remain separate Minor Powers). 
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4.6 Alignment and Control Conditions: Table 4-4 shows how to determine which nation will Align 

or take Control of a Minor Power.   

Table 4-4 Alignment Sphere of Influence 

Allies Axis Comintern 

Nations Align with the Allies if 

the Axis declare war on them. 

Nations come under Allied 

Control if they are Attacked 

by the Axis but the Attacking 

power is not at war with the 

Allies. 

Nations Align with the Axis if 

the Allies or USSR declare 

war on them.  

Nations come under Axis 

Control if they are Attacked 

by the Allies or USSR but the 

Attacker (Allies or USSR) is 

not at war with the Axis. 

Certain Nations Align to the 
USSR if any nation declares 
war on; 

Mongolia                                  

Republican Spain (once they 
have won the civil war). 

These two come under USSR 
Control if they are Attacked 
by anyone but the USSR is not 
at war with the attacker. 

Assigning Alignment 

and Control: 

Assigning Alignment 

and Control: 

Assigning Alignment 

and Control 

W. Hemisphere (USA)             
All Others (Commonwealth) 

All others (Germany)         

Siam (Japan) 

Assign to USSR 

  

Example:  The USSR and Germany are not at war. The Soviet Union Attacks Turkey and takes 

the Eastern territory of Kars.  Turkey, per table 4-4 comes under Axis Control.   On Germany’s 

turn it Controls Turkish forces inside of Turkey and could move them or use them to Attack.  It 

could also use Turkish money to produce units for Turkey.  Germany could not station troops in 

or fly over Turkey as Turkey is still technically neutral.  On the turn that Germany and the USSR 

go to war, Germany would Align Turkey and command its forces and resources as if it were its 

own (assuming Turkey has not been conquered). 
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4.7 Special Alignment Conditions: Some nations have special alignment conditions that allow 

them to Align during play.  See table 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7. 

Table 4-5 Allied Alignment Conditions 
 

Table 4-6 Axis Alignment Conditions 

Poland: Britain may Align Poland on the turn Britain and France are at war with the Germany if Poland 

is unconquered by the start of the British turn.  In 1939 scenarios Poland begins Aligned to Britain.  

Pan American Nations: (Cuba, Latin America, Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Paraguay, 

Uruguay Columbia, and Venezuela) The US may attempt to align these nations once the US is at war 

with another Major Power.  To align any of these nations the US player pay up to 3 IPP as an influence 

attempt.  The US player then makes a dice roll (D12). If the roll is less than or equal to the money lent 

the nation will Align with the US.  

Add +1 to the number needed if Enemy submarines hunted IPP along the New York –Rio de Janeiro 

convoy line since the United States last turn. 

 

Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania: Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania will be available for Alignment 

immediately after Paris Falls. Germany, in the Place Units phase of each turn subsequent to the fall of 

Paris, may Align one of these three nations.  As soon as Germany declares war on the USSR, the 

remaining nations automatically Align.  

Finland: Germany and the USSR have the option of a special pact called the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact 

(14.1).  If they sign the pact there are special considerations for Finish Alignment.  If the pact has not 

been signed, Finland Aligns normally as per 4.6.  

Nationalist Spain:  If Nationalist Spain has won the Spanish Civil War; it will Align with Germany at the 

end of combat phase if the Axis have possession of either London or both Gibraltar and the Suez Canal.  

If the Spanish Civil War is not complete, Nationalist Spain will Align with Germany when Germany and 

USSR are at war. Spain begins Nationalist in all 1939 and later scenarios.  

Turkey:  Turkey will Align with Germany at the end of combat phase if Germany has Possession of 

Transcaucasia.  

Iraq: Iraq will Align with Germany or Italy at the end of any combat phase if there is a German or Italian 

land unit in any land zone adjacent to Iraq.  

Sweden: Sweden will Align with Germany at the end of combat phase if the USSR declares war on a 

neutral Norway or Denmark.  

Argentina: Germany can attempt to Align Argentina once Germany is at war with at least one Major 

Power.  Germany must pay 2 IPP to the bank and roll a D12.  On a “1-2” Argentina becomes Axis 

Aligned.  Increase US income by D12 if successful. Germany may only make one such attempt per 

game.  

Siam: Siam will Align with Japan in July 1939. 
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Table 4-7 Comintern Alignment Conditions 

 

Section 5. War and Peace 
 

5.0 Overview: Global War 1936 and 1939 scenarios begin with some nations at war and 

others at peace.   In this chapter you will learn about how nations behave when they are not at 

war with a Major Power. 

5.1 Reduced Income: A nation at peace has often reduced income when not at war.  

Nations start with different income levels based on their historical level of military expenditures.  

5.2 Income Increases: The Allies 

cannot declare war until they reach their 

Wartime Income level (which is equal to 

the value of their starting territories).  

Nations may receive Peacetime Income 

increases based on the actions of other 

nations up to a maximum of their Wartime 

Income. 

Example: The British National 

Reference Sheet (below) shows that 

Britain begins with a peacetime income of 

11 IPP.  Britain’s income will increase 

based on the actions of the Axis powers. 

This income will also increase by D12 each turn starting July 1939.  Once Britain reaches 24 IPP 

it will be eligible to declare war.  It will get no further income increases but will be eligible for the 

Bonus Income. 

In the 1939 Scenario Britain begins at war with Germany and thus starts with all of its income (24 

IPP) plus any wartime bonus income (e.g. the 5 IPP for control of Suez and 2 IPP for a neutral 

Iran). 

Republican Spain: Republican Spain will Align with the USSR if it has won the Spanish Civil War.  

Republican Spain Aligns as soon as Germany and the USSR are at war. 

  

5 
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Table 5-1 From 1936 British National Reference Sheet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Immediacy: Income increases occur immediately, even though the income itself is not 

collected until the player’s turn.  Thus a player may be able to take income-dependent actions 

like declaring war even on another players turn. 

5 Bonus Income: A nation may be eligible for bonus income based on certain circumstances 

listed on their National Reference Sheet.  Some instances allow bonus income when a nation is 

still at peace (e.g. the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact) but others require nations to be at war. 

5.5 The Ability to Declare War: Each nation has different conditions under which it can 

declare war which are listed on their National Reference Sheet.  In some cases, the nation only 

needs to reach its full Wartime Income level.  In other cases there are more conditions to be met.  

Once you are able to declare war you may do so at any time, even during another player’s turn. 

Example: In the 1936 scenario Great Britain can declare war on each Axis power only if that 

power has Attacked another nation.  It can also declare war on a Minor Power but must pay a 

penalty to do so. In the 1939 scenario, Britain begins at war with Germany but not Italy or Japan.  

It can declare war on Italy and Japan independently when they declare war on another nation. 

PEACETIME AND 

STARTING 

INCOME 

1936: 11 IPP 
Rearmament: Starting 

July 1939 +D12 per turn 
until reaching Wartime 

Income (24 IPP)   

1939: 24 IPP  

Value of  

Territories  

(Wartime income) 

24 IPP  

Axis power annexes Austria, 

Sudetenland, Slovakia, Albania each time 
+1 

Germany or Italy initiates war with 

USSR  
+D12 

Each time Germany (and/or Itay) initiate 

war with ANY OTHER nation  
+2D12 

Axis declares war on France  
FULL 

PROD. 

Each capital ship Germany completes +1 

Japan initiates war with any faction in 

China (KMT, CCP, Warlord)  
+1 

Possession of Suez Canal +3 

Iran is Neutral or in Possession of the 

Allies 
+2 

Possession of Dutch Territories  
See 

Back 

PEACETIME BONUS INCOME  
(Cannot exceed wartime income) WARTIME  BONUS INCOME  
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Table 5-2 Explanation of Britain’s Ability to Declare War  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.6  Allied Declaration of War Penalty: Once the USA, Great Britain and France have 

reached their Wartime Income any one of them can declare war on a Minor Power.  This costs 

10 IPP and the cost can be shared by all nations declaring war.  The cost is immediately 

incurred.  

 

Section 6. Order of Play 
 

6.1 National Order: Each nation executes its turn in a specific order per table 6-1.  A full 

turn, in which all nations have acted, represents six months of calendar time.  Turns start in 

January and July of each year (e.g. July 1936 is the first turn of the Total War scenario, January 

1937 is the second turn, etc.…).   Where nations share a turn (Commonwealth nations, Russia & 

CCP and USA and KMT) they conduct their turn at the same time and if Aligned may attack and 

defend together as if they were one nation. 

Table 6-1 Order of Nations 

Can Britain Declare 
War on: 

Answer:  

Any Minor Nation  Yes (10 IPP penalty*) once at full production 

The Axis 

Yes, Once Britain reaches full production.  It can’t 

declare war on an Axis power that has not yet declared 

war another nation during the game.  

The Comintern Yes, but only if the USA declares war jointly.  

USA, France, Nationalist 

China  
No  

6 

1. Germany 

2. Soviet Union & Communist China 

3. Japan 

4. Great Britain & Far East Command, ANZAC 

5. France & Free France 

6. Italy 

7. United States & Nationalist China 
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6.2 Phases of a Turn:  Nations go through the following phases during their turn. 

Order of a Turn What Players do 

1. Production Phase 
Buy units, research technology, lend-lease 

& repair units. 

2. Combat Movement Phase 
Move units into combat and perform 

other combat-related actions. 

3. Combat Phase Resolve combat. 

4. Non-Combat Movement Phase 
Move units that are not entering combat, 

including strategic rail movement. 

5. Place Units and Collect Income Phase 

Put units that are due to arrive this turn 

on the map.  Collect income including 

bonuses. 
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Section 7. Production Phase 
 

7.0 Production Phase: Players spend Industrial Production Points (IPPs) in one of several 

ways as detailed below. 

7.1 Production: Players may spend IPPs to 

purchase military units and build facilities during the 

Production Phase of their turn. The costs to build 

units are listed on the Build Chart.  Special units 

may also be listed on a nation’s National Reference 

Sheet.  Once units are paid for they are placed on 

the Production Chart in the Place Units Box.  They 

will not be placed on the map until the Place Units 

and Collect Income phase of the turn. 

7.2 Availability Dates: Some units do not become available for purchase until certain dates.  

For example Strategic Bombers become available July 1939.  These dates are listed on the 

Build Chart for each nation.  

7.3 Multi-Turn Production: Some ships and facilities require more than one turn to build 

(See table 7-1.) These are listed as per-turn costs on the Unit Statistics Chart (e.g. a cruiser 

listed as 4/4/4 costs 12 IPP and takes three turns to complete.) 

Table 7-1 Production Chart 

Process: A player pays money to initially place the purchase on the Production Chart.  

In order to start this process the purchasing nation must meet the criteria for placing that 

unit (e.g. you could not start construction of an aircraft carrier if you did not have a 

shipyard or a coastal zone).  In future turns you may, but are not required to pay to 

advance that unit to the next stage of production.  When it reaches the Place Units Box on 

the Production Chart it will be ready to be placed on the map during the Place Units and 

Collect Income Phase of that same turn.  

7 
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Facilities: When building facilities you must place that unit on the map with an Under 

Construction Marker beneath it to signify where you are building it.  You may place an 

identical facility on the Production Chart to show its progress.  You may only start 

construction and or continue construction of a factory if you meet the criteria to place that 

factory. 

Capture: If a nation surrenders you may take possession of any ships on the Production 

Chart and continue building them.  If you capture a facility in the process of being built you 

may choose to remove the facility from the map or continue its construction each turn as if 

it were your own. 

Damaging Facilities Under Construction [Optional Rule]: A facility under 

construction may be strategically bombed.  A facility 

under construction has no anti-aircraft guns.  It may take 

up to four damages.  If it takes five or more damages it is 

instead pushed back one turn on the Production Chart. It 

is removed from the Production Chart all together once it 

is pushed past its starting point. 

7.4 Repair: During Production Phase a nation may spend 

IPPs to repair damaged facilities and capital ships.  One (1) 

IPP repairs one point of damage to a factory.  A capital ship 

requires 2D6 IPP to fully repair.  Capital ships can only be 

repaired when they are adjacent to a Shipyard.  All damage is 

repaired immediately upon payment.  If a player lacks the 

money to fully pay for the repair the unit may be placed back 

on the Production Chart at Stage 1 with a notation of the 

amount of money owed and Shipyard at which it will arrive 

(which must be the same one that attempted the repair).  If 

that territory is captured the ship becomes owned (and may be 

repaired and used by) the capturing player 
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Technology Research 

7.5 Technology Development: To develop technology, a nation pays 2 IPP to the bank for 

each technology it is attempting to develop.  A nation may be developing as many technologies 

as it wants at once but can only make one roll per turn per technology.  No technology can be 

researched prior to July 1939. 

7.6 Technology Chart: The Technology Chart (Table 7-2) lists the technologies and the 

number needed to pass each stage of development. Rolling the indicated value or higher on a 

D12 results in success and the player places a roundel on that stage of development to show it 

is complete (Note that some nations begin with markers on the chart signifying a head start in 

one mor more technologies.) In later turns the player may continue to advance the marker by 

paying 2 IPP and passing development stages until the marker is on Stage 4 (Completion).  

Once a nation’s marker reaches Stage 4 the technology is immediately available for purchase 

and use. 

Table 7-2 Technology Chart 
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7.7 Technologies: Below is a list of technologies players can develop. 

Advanced Artillery: Advanced artillery represents improved artillery 

doctrine and advanced artillery weapons. Advanced artillery Attacks and 

Defends at “4” and retains all the other characteristics of regular artillery.   

All artillery purchased henceforth is advanced artillery.  The cost remains 

the same. 

 

Advanced Mechanized Infantry: Advanced mechanized infantry 

represents improvements in mechanized infantry doctrine and weapons. 

Advanced Mechanized Infantry gives all a nation’s mechanized infantry +1 

Attack and Defense (“4” Attack, “5” Defense) and allows them to pair 2:1 for 

blitzing with armor.  The cost remains the same. 
 

Heavy Armor: Heavy Armor represents significant improvements in 

armored warfare doctrine and tank characteristics.  Heavy Armor allows 

nations to build heavy armor units.  All heavy armor has target selection 

“1” (armor-class units) and medium armor’s blitz ability.  

Jet Aircraft: Jet aircraft tech represents jet engine fighter aircraft. Jet 

Aircraft technology allows a nation to build jet fighters as well as nation-

specific jet aircraft (of various types) featured in future expansions.  Jet 

aircraft have improved Attack and Defense and an interception value of “5”. 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Jet Fighter Aircraft 8 (5)* 8 (5)* 6 15 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Advanced Artillery 4 4 1 4 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Advanced Mechanized 4 5 1 4 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Heavy Armor 8 7 2 

Nation’s 

Cost +2 
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Heavy Strategic Bomber: A heavy bomber represents large, heavy 

payload bombers.  A heavy bomber does 3D6 strategic damage and Attacks 

during carpet-bombing with five dice at “2”.  Heavy bombers defend during 

interception combat at “2”. 

*Interception Combat  CB=Carpet Bombing 

 

Long Range Aircraft: Long Range aircraft 

represents improvements in aircraft design to 

increase range.  This technology increases the 

range of all aircraft by 1 and Strategic Bombers by 

2.  It also increases the combat air patrol range of 

Medium Bombers by 1.   

 

Advanced Submarine: Advanced Submarines represent significant 

improvement in submarine technology.  Advanced Submarine technology 

allows a nation to build Advanced Submarines.  Advanced Submarines have 

a +4 Convoy Raiding roll.  An Advanced Submarine can only be Attacked 

during the Attackers combat phase by an aircraft on Combat Air Patrol (8.7).   

An advanced submarine Defends normally. Advanced submarines retain all 

other abilities of regular submarines (table 10-4). 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Heavy Bomber CB 3 (2)* 6 15 

Unit Attack Defense Move Cost 

Advanced Submarine 4 4 3 7 
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Advanced ASW (Anti-Submarine Warfare): This technology 

represents a host of improvements to naval vessels, aircraft and 

merchantmen to both detect and destroy submarines.  Escorting ships gain 

a +1 to their opposed convoy raiding roll.  In addition convoys (as abstractly 

represented by convoy lines)  automatically Defend against each raiding 

submarine (even without escorts) on a “1-2”.   All transports Defend at “1” 

causing any hit to an Attacking submarines. 

 

Strategic Rockets: Strategic Rockets represent long-range strategic 

weapons designed to strike facilities and population centers.  If a nation has 

strategic rocket technology it may purchase rocket-launching facilities for 8 IPP.  

Rocket facilities may be strategically bombed and have inherent AA like a factory.   

Such a facility can be built anywhere that is in a supply path and must be in a 

supply path to fire.   The facility takes one turn to build and can sustain up to 8 IPP 

of damage before it is destroyed. A damaged facility cannot launch rockets.  Only one such facility 

may be built per land zone. Rocket-Launching facilities can fire one rocket per turn 

with a range of “2”.  They may not be captured. A rocket does 1D6 strategic 

damages to a facility and cannot be intercepted or shot down.  A strategic rocket 

can make a carpet-bombing roll against a group of units by rolling one die at “2”. 

 

 

 

 

 

Advanced Radar: Radar represents advanced naval and air detection 

capabilities.   Radar provides a bonus for opposed dice rolls against convoy 

raiding. 

 

Radar also allows nations to build a land-based radar facility (using the 

Radar marker).  Such a marker may be placed in a land zone or on the 

border of a sea zone.  Such a marker on a sea border zone allows 

unlimited aircraft scramble into adjacent sea zone and such a marker in a 

land zone adds +1 to the interception value of fighters. 

 

 

 

Unit Cost to Build Max. Damage Notes 

Rocket Launching 

Facility 

8 8 

Destroyed at 8 IPP 

Inherent AA 

1 turn to build 

Unit Cost to Build Max. Damage Notes 

Radar 5 5 

See above             

1 turn to build 
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Wartime Economy: Each turn during its Place Units and Collect Income 

Phase the nation rolls 2D6 and collects that many additional IPPs. The 

nation’s base income does not go up. Wartime economy can be researched 

while at peace but its effects don’t take effect until a nation is at war.  Split 

player nations such as the Commonwealth or Eastern/Western USA may 

divide the money each turn as they see fit. 

 

Improved Factories: All major factories now produce eight units per 

turn and minor factories two.   A captured improved factory gives no benefits 

to the captor. 

 

Improved Shipyards: All ships cost 2 IPP less.  Submarines cost 1 IPP 

less. This saving occurs whether or not the final placement of the ship 

occurs at a shipyard or not.   The cost of multi-stages ship production is 

deducted from the first turn of construction.  A captured shipyard from a 

nation with improved shipyards gives no benefits to the captor. 

 

7.8 Lend-Lease: During the Production Phase nations may lend money (IPPs) or military 

equipment to other Major and Minor Powers. 

Requirements: A nation can lend-lease to a nation under the following conditions: 

(a) The receiving nation is at war with a Major Power or, 

(b) A special circumstance (e.g. Spanish Civil War) allows a 

nation to lend-lease. 

A nation may not lend-lease to itself or to Aligned minors (since 

they are technically also part of that nation).  Britain cannot lend-

lease to the FEC or ANZAC. 

Declaration: A player must announce his intention to lend-lease at 

the start of the turn.  You may lend either; 

(a) Up to half the receiving nation’s current income in IPPs (not 

counting bonus income), rounding fractions up. Or,  

(b) One military unit.  Such a unit must be produced at a factory in the Home Nation 

specifically for the purpose of lending.  You may not lend-lease units already on the 

board. 
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Delivery: During the Collect Income and Place Units Phase the sending nation will attempt to deliver the 

lend-lease to the receiving nation.  Lend-lease must move along a Supply Path from a Major factory in 

the sending nation’s Home Country to a land zone in the receiving player’s Home Country   Lend-lease 

units have no combat value during delivery. 

Overland: When a lend-lease supply path travels over of land zones it must travel along an undamaged 

railroad.  Players may give each other permission to move through zones they Possess using their 

railroads. 

Across Sea Zones: Lend-lease may be moved across 

any number of sea zones; No transport is required.  Such 

movement must leave and enter land zones where there 

is an undamaged naval base.  A naval unit is placed in a 

sea zone adjacent to a naval base. 

Route: After selecting which naval base the lend-lease 

will move from, the path must then follow the shortest 

viable route in sea zones to an undamaged Naval Base 

where the lend lease will continue towards the receiving 

nation.  Where two routes are equidistant a player may 

select either.  Begin moving the lend-lease along that 

route.   

Interdiction: If the route passes through a sea zone that 

contains a submarine of a nation at war with the sending nation, the lend-lease are subject to a convoy 

raiding dice roll (9.11).  IPP losses are taken from lend-lease and any amount of damage destroys a 

military unit. 

Blockade: A blockade (9.10) prevents the delivery of lend-lease. Lend-lease that cannot be delivered 

must wait until the players next turn.  On the next turn it can be (a) attempted again (b) delayed another 

turn or (c) reassigned to arrive in the place units phase for the nation that built it. 

Arrival: When money arrives it is immediately added to the receiving nations IPPs.  When military units 

arrive they stop moving the moment they reach the first land zone in the Home Nation of the receiving 

nation. 

Lend Lease Supply Path:  Lender’s Major Factory à Receiver’s Home Country. 

Lend-Lease Example:  The USSR needs help from the Allies to resist German advances.  

The USA decides to send one medium armor to the USSR.  The Danish Straits are closed by 
German ownership of Denmark, and the convoy line to the port of Murmansk traces 
through two German submarines.  The USA decides to send the armor from the factory in 
San Francisco through its Naval Base, across the Pacific along the shortest route to the 
naval base at Vladivostok.  It arrives and stops moving in Vladivostok where it becomes a 
Soviet unit. The USSR can use strategic rail movement to speed it to the front on its next 
non-combat move. 
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Section 8. Combat Movement Phase 
 

8.1 Declarations of War: When a Major Power attacks another nation (or their naval forces) 

for the first time it is initiating war with or declaring war on that country. A player may declare war 

at any point in which specific conditions are met, including during another player’s turn; see table 

8-1 for specific steps.  It is automatically assumed a nation is declaring war when it Attacks 

another player’s territory or forces, including strategic bombing, convoy raiding etc….  Once you 

declare war you are at war for the rest of the game.  The timing of the declaration may have 

immediate consequences as illustrated below. 

 

Table 8-1 Declaration of War Steps 

8 

Example: Germany makes a combat move into, (and thus declares war on), Belgium. This 
increases Great Britain’s income to the level allowing a declaration of war, which the 
player immediately does.  Germany has not finished its combat move and attempts to 
combat move a submarine through the English Channel to hunt British IPP.   The British 
have an aircraft on combat air patrol and can fire at the submarine as it attempts to move 
through the sea zone.  Had Germany moved the submarine first, then declared war, it would 
have avoided the attack. 

Declaration of War 

Announce: Check your nations National Reference Sheet to see if you can declare 
war on the nation.  Announce that you are declaring war. You may declare war at any 
point in the game at which you are able to do so – including during another player’s turn. 

    2. Consequences: Declaring war on a nation may have a number of consequences:  

    a. Income Changes: A declaration of war may give other Major Powers more income. 
These income increases occur immediately, although the income is not collected until 
the nation’s next collect income phase. 

    b. Available Actions: As a nation’s income increases, the ability to take immediate 
actions may also increase; such as close straits or declare war. 

Determine Control/Alignment:  If an attacked nation is a Minor Power you must 
determine which player will take command of that nation as per table 6-2. 

Set up: Set up the Minor Power’s forces. 
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8.2 During Combat Movement a player will move all units that are conducting combat or 

performing actions such as strategic bombing or convoy raiding.  The player will resolve combat 

later, during the Combat Phase of the game.    

Examples of Combat Movement include: 

 Moving into an Enemy-owned land zone, 

whether Enemy units are present or not. 

 Blitzing through an unoccupied Enemy land 

zone into another zone. 

 Moving into a sea zone with Enemy naval units. 

 Moving into a sea zone as part of an 

amphibious assault. 

 Engaging in strategic bombing, carpet bombing 

or convoy raiding. 

 Designating one or more ships as escorts. 

 Placing an aircraft on Combat Air Patrol. 

 Announce convoy-raiding attempts. 

8.3 Combat Moving Aircraft: Aircraft may fly over Enemy-owned land zones during 

combat movement if there are no fighters in that zone. Aircraft may not fly over nations they are 

not at war with or Aligned with.  Aircraft must save enough movement points to return to a 

Friendly land zone or carrier during non-combat movement.  See 8.5 for Strategic bombing. 

8.4 Transporting Cargo: Naval Transports and Air Transports may carry other units into 

combat.  Units being transported never participate in combat while in transport although they 

may end their combat move in combat (e.g. during an amphibious invasion or airborne assault).  

If a transport is destroyed the units it carries are also destroyed. A naval transport may not 

continue moving after unloading units. An air transport must return to a Friendly landing spot.  A 

naval transport may unload its units in one or more adjacent land zones. 

Amphibious Assaults: A naval transport may pick up units 

before or during movement and unload them to Attack in an 

amphibious assault (9.8). 

Airborne Assaults: An air transport may pick up an Airborne 

Infantry before or during their combat move and unload it in 

zone it is Attacking.  

Transporting Allied Units: You can transport other members 

of your alliance’s forces.  Such units would load on their turn, 

move on your turn and unload on their next turn. 
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8.5 Strategic Bombing: If you are flying a strategic bombing mission (including carpet-

bombing) - you will move all of your Attacking bombers and any fighters you want to use for 

escorts to the zone.  The Defender will respond by assigning fighters to the combat if possible 

(9.13).  

8.6 Scramble: An air base that is adjacent to a sea zone may send up to three aircraft into 

combat during another player’s turn. These fighters may only be sent into a sea zone where the 

opponent has started a combat. They cannot start a new combat. A Radar Base may scramble 

as many aircraft as available (7.7). 

8.7 Combat Air Patrol: Combat Air Patrol is a form of combat movement for aircraft.  

Aircraft using Combat Air Patrol move from land into a sea zone and remain until recalled.   

Starting a Patrol: All aircraft have a Combat Air Patrol range of one unless 

otherwise specified.  Move the patrolling aircraft one space to place it on patrol.  If Enemy 

units are present then combat occurs. 

On Patrol: An aircraft on Combat Air Patrol may opt to return to 

base using its patrol range (usually one) during non-combat 

movement or remain in the sea zone.  An aircraft that remains 

on patrol can Defend against units entering the sea zone.  An 

aircraft on Combat air Patrol may decline to engage in combat 

with surface ships that do not include an Aircraft Carrier. 

Elimination: An aircraft on Combat Air Patrol is automatically eliminated if it is ever more 

than its patrol range away from an available, Friendly landing spot (As might occur if all 

such zones were captured while the aircraft was on combat air patrol). 

Carrier Aircraft: Carrier aircraft must return to their carrier in the non-combat movement 

phase of each turn and may not remain on patrol. 

8.8 Submarines: Submarines have special rules that effect their combat movement and 

movement of ships. 

Submarine Combat Movement: When a submarine moves into a zone that contains 

enemy units that submarine may decline combat with all units present and continue 

moving if desired unless there is at least one aircraft on Combat Air Patrol, or a carrier 

with aircraft. 

Combat Moving into a Zone with a Submarine: When other units combat move into 

a zone that contains a submarine that submarine may decline combat with those units 

and those units may continue moving if desired; unless there is at least one aircraft on 

Combat Air Patrol, or a carrier with aircraft.  The submarine may instead force those units 

to stop and engage in combat. 
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Section 9. Combat Phase 
 

9.1 Combat Procedure:  

The player taking a turn (i.e. the Attacker) chooses the order in which to resolve declared 

combats. The Attacker and Defender each place their units on the Battle Boards (table 9-

1) on the number that corresponds to their Attack or Defense value (in some cases that 

value might be modified). 

Each player, Attacker first, rolls for each unit. Rolling the Attack 

number or lower, scores a hit.  The Defender chooses one casualty 

for each hit.   Defending units (including those chosen as casualties) 

get their dice rolls.  Rolling the  Defense number or less causes a 

casualty. All casualties are removed at the end of the round except 

for those subject to a first strike hit. 

Joint Defense: When two or more members of the same Alliance have units in a zone that 

is being attacked players jointly decide which units suffer casualties.  If players cannot 

agree on which casualty to take, either player may request to resolve the issue with a dice 

roll, highest roller makes the choice while ties are rerolled.  In the case that members of 

different Alliances (e.g. Comintern and Allies) share a sea zone they would defend 

together (perhaps with a little less agreement on who suffers the casualties!). 

9.2 Double casualties: There are some instances an Attacker is required to take double 

casualties. When this occurs, one hit causes the Defender to select any two units as casualties – 

sometimes with a qualifier (e.g. Attacking land units). 

Table 9-1 Attacker & Defender Battle Boards 

9 
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9.3 Special Abilities: Some units have special combat abilities as listed on table 9-1. 

Table 9-1 Special Abilities 

9.4 Retreats from Combat: Attacking units may retreat at the end of any combat round.  

This retreat is in lieu of making their next round of Attack rolls.  A player who elects to retreat 

must retreat with all the land or naval units in battle.   Retreated units cannot be moved again in 

non-combat movement. 

Land Units: must retreat into an adjacent Friendly controlled land zone.  At least 

one Attacking unit must have come from that zone.  Retreating units can retreat into more 

than one zone if desired. 

First Round of Combat 

Air Superiority: On the first round of any combat, casualties caused by fighters must be taken 
by all players from aircraft they have in the battle.  If a player has no aircraft to select as a 
casualty the player is free to select a casualty as normal.  

First Strike: On the first round of combat units with first strike roll before other units and 
those casualties to be removed without returning fire.  If units on both sides have first strike, 
those units all fire at the same time.  

All Rounds of Combat 

Target Selection: Units with target selection allows them to choose which casualties the 
opposing player removes. Target Selection is given as a dice range.  For example, a unit with 
an Attack of “7” and a target selection of “1-3” would choose which casualty it causes on a “1-
3.” On a “4-7” the Defender would choose.  When a player achieves a target selection with a 
double casualty situation, only one unit is subject to target selection.  Target selection may also 
be limited to a specific class or type of unit (air units, land units, armor-class units, etc…). When 
multiple casualties occur, Target Selection is resolved first. Before the opposing player chooses 

other casualties.   

Pairing: Some units gain special abilities when they are paired with other units.  Usually this is 
listed as a ratio. Mechanized infantry can move with a blitzing armor when paired on a 1:1 basis 
(1 armor with 1 mechanized).  A unit cannot pair with more than one unit at a time.  A unit 
cannot pair until it is part of combat (e.g. an artillery can’t pair during round one of an 
amphibious invasion because it’s not included in that round of combat). 

Air Superiority Example: Germany Attacks France with three 
fighters, two tactical bombers and several land units. France has 
one fighter and one tactical bomber. Germany rolls three hits 
with the fighters and France must choose its two aircraft as 
casualties along with one land unit. 
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Submarines: Attacking or Defending Submarines may submerge (i.e. retreat but remain 

in the same sea zone)  in lieu of making their next Defense or Attack roll (9.7) 

Aircraft:  A player may retreat any number of Attacking aircraft from combat at the end of 

any combat round.  Aircraft may only retreat to the limit of their remaining movement 

points.  Aircraft on Combat Air Patrol may only retreat their patrol range.   

Naval Units: Naval units may retreat one space.  They must retreat into a zone that at 

least one Attacking unit came from. 

Land Combat 

9.5 Land Combat: During land combat land and air units fight until 

the battle is resolved.  Table 9-2 shows the sequence of land combat.  

This sequence is performed in the designated order. 

Table 9-2 Land Combat Steps 

Land Combat 
1. First Strike. Attacking and Defending artillery (and other units with first strike) roll  
       first. Casualties from Attacking and Defending Artillery are removed from the battle 
        boards. 

2. Attacker rolls for all Attacking units. 

3. Defender selects casualties. 
    (a) Hits caused by fighters force opponent to select an aircraft as casualty if possible on 
          round one. 
    (b) Units which achieve target selection can select which unit they hit. 

4. Defender rolls for all Defending units. 

5. Attacker selects casualties & removes them from the battle board. 
    (a) Hits caused by fighters force opponent to select an aircraft as casualty if possible on  
           round one. 
    (b) Units which achieve target selection can select which unit they hit. 
    (c) Defender removes all casualties from the Battle Board. 

6. Retreat: Attacker has option to retreat. 

7. Repeat steps 2-6 until battle is over. 

8. Blitz. Units with Blitz can continue to Attack an adjacent zone if the combat has lasted three 
rounds or less and they have sufficient movement points.  A blitz would initiate new land 
combat.  Medium armor may blitz and mechanized infantry units can pair on a 1:1 basis with 
armor.  Fighters and tactical bombers with movement value remaining to both follow the blitz 
and return to a Friendly landing spot can move and Attack with the blitz. 
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Naval Combat 

9.6 Naval Combat: Naval Combat occurs when naval units move into a sea zone where 

there are Enemy forces.   Table 9-3 shows the sequence of naval combat. This sequence is 

performed in the designated order. 

Table 9-3 Naval Combat Steps 

Naval Combat 

1. First Strike. Attacking submarines (and other units with first strike) make rolls before other 
units.  Casualties are removed from the battle board. 

2. Attacker rolls for all units. 

3. Defender selects casualties. 

    (a) Hits caused by fighters force opponent to select an aircraft as casualty if                   

          possible on round one. 

    (b) Units which achieve target selection can select which unit they hit. 

4. Defender roll for all Defending units. 

5. Attacker selects casualties and removes them from the battle board as they occur. 

    (a) Hits caused by fighters force opponent to select an aircraft as casualty if possible on 

         round one. 

    (b) Units which achieve target selection can select which unit they hit. 

    (c) Defender removes all casualties from the battle board. 

6. Retreat. Attacker has option to retreat.  All submarines have option to submerge. Remove 
retreated units from Battle Board. 

7. Repeat steps 2-6 until battle is over. 
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9.7 Submarines: Submarines have special rules during combat as summarized 

in table 9-4. 

 

Table 9-4 Submarine Special Rules 

* This means the player choosing the casualty cannot choose an aircraft.  If an aircraft is the only available unit to 

choose then no casualty occurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.8 Amphibious Assaults: An Amphibious Assault occurs when units are being landed 

from transports (or other naval vessels) in a sea zone as part of an Attack on a land zone.  

Amphibiously assaulting units may not retreat. Table 9-5 describes the steps in an amphibious 

assault. 

Special Submarine Rules 

Attacking Defending 

(a) Attacking submarines gain first strike 
unless Defending units have at least one 
destroyer. 
(b) Attacking submarines have target 
selection “1” against naval units. 
(c) Attacking submarines may submerge – 
(retreat but stay in the same sea zone) 

instead of making an Attack roll on any 
round. 
(d) A submarine can never cause a hit to an 
aircraft.* 

(a) Defending Submarines may not be Attacked 
unless Attacker has an aircraft on Combat Air 
Patrol. 
(b) Defending submarines have a target 
selection of “1” against naval units. 
(c) Defending submarines may submerge – 
(retreat but stay in the same sea zone) 
instead of making an attack roll on any round. 
(d) A submarine can never cause a hit to an 
aircraft.* 
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Table 9-5 Amphibious Assault Steps  

Amphibious Assault 

1. Division of Forces. If there is a naval battle that will take place prior to the amphibious 

assault the Attacking player must divide naval units into two parts. 
A screening force that fights the naval battle. 
An amphibious force that attacks the land zone and provides shore bombardment. 

2. Naval Combat takes place if there are Enemy naval units in the sea zone where the 

amphibious assault is taking place.  The naval battle is fully resolved first between the 
screening force and the enemy ships.  If the screening force retreats or is defeated the 
amphibious force must retreat. 

3. Coastal Artillery and Shore Bombardment. Coastal artillery fires at Attacking 

transports and shore-bombarding ships.  Attacking ships make shore-bombardment rolls (9.9).  
Casualties are removed prior to round one of land combat.  Coastal Artillery fires one shot per 
ship up to a maximum of three shots. 

4. Land Combat Round One.  On round one of an amphibious assault only infantry-class 
units may Attack and those amphibiously assaulting infantry-class units suffer double 
casualties unless they are marines. Aircraft may Attack normally. Any other units that are 
amphibiously assaulting must remain on transports until round two.  Amphibiously assaulting 
units may not retreat during any round of combat.   If a zone is being Attacked simultaneously 
by land, you must choose all amphibiously assaulting units as casualties first. 

5. Land Combat Round Two.  At the end of round one, if all amphibiously assaulting 

units were destroyed, the combat is over and additional units still on transports must remain 
there.  If at least one unit of the Attacking force survived all additional units may Attack from 
their transports. 

Example: Japan Attacks Peking with four infantry from Manchuria plus two infantry and 
two artillery from transports in an amphibious assault. On round one, Japan suffers one hit.  
It must choose two (i.e. double) amphibiously assaulting infantry as casualties. The 
artillery could not be selected because it does not participate in round one of the 
amphibious assault.  The Attacker is required to select amphibious units first, the two 
infantry from the transports.  The two artillery may not Attack because the amphibious 
assault has failed as the first wave of units were wiped out.  The units Attacking by land 
can continue the combat but the two artillery still on transports will not join the battle. 
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9.9 Shore Bombardment: Attacking ships may use shore bombardment on the first round 

of combat on 1:1 basis with units that are Attacking, see table 9-6 for their Attack Values.   

Table 9-6 Shore Bombardment Values 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

9.10 Blockade: If you have three or more surface warships in a sea zone they block all 

Enemy Naval Bases, including Ship Yards.  You cannot blockade a nation’s Naval Base unless 

you are at war with that nation.  Blockaded Naval Bases cannot be used to trace supply paths or 

provide bonus movement or any other benefit.  Submarine bases cannot be blockaded. 

9.11 Convoy Raiding:  During convoy raiding submarines attempt to destroy Enemy IPPs 

along convoy lines, as detailed on table 9-7. 

Convoy Lines: The Global War map has several white dotted lines drawn across sea 

zones.  These lines are named and represent major trade, convoy and lend-lease routes 

of World War II.   Each route is labeled and marked with the amount of IPP that can be 

lost to raiding each turn. This value does not change and are not part of the nations IPP 

total. 

Raider Movement: A submarine may declare it is raiding during its combat move.  

The unit may move up to its full movement before declaring the intent.   

Raiding Convoy Lines: During combat, the raiding 

player and the Enemy player who has the most IPP 

along the route make opposing D6 rolls.  The roll is 

made separately for each raiding submarine.  For each 

roll, if the raider’s roll is higher, the raider does damage 

equal to the difference between the two rolls.  This amount is lost immediately by that 

nation.  If there are more than one opponent that could be damaged, damage is assigned 

first to the player with the most IPP to lose until all those players IPP are lost.  If a 

submarine is at the intersection of two or more convoy lines, it may raid up to the 

combined value of both lines but faces the combined escorts from both lines. Table 9-8 

lists the cumulative raiding modifiers applied to these rolls. 

Shore Bombardment Values 

Destroyers . . . . . . . 1 

Cruisers . . . . . . . . . 2 

Battleships . . . . . . .4 
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Escorting: Surface warships in a sea zone with a convoy line through it may be 

designated as escorts by placing an escort marker beneath them during combat 

movement.  Ships may move up to their full movement before placing the marker.  

Escorts forfeit any Attack during their turn but Defend automatically against each unit 

raiding any member of their Alliance and provide a (cumulative) modifier against the 

raiding rolls of submarines along the entire convoy line (See table 9-8). You may remove 

the escort marker during combat movement on the next turn.  A carrier placed on escort 

duty counts as one escort but gets escort rolls with both aircraft.  Escorting ships may not 

also Blockade. Only one Escort per Sea Zone per Alliance is 

permitted but this escort protects all member of the Alliance that are 

Aligned (at war with the same Major Power).  Enemy units may move 

through a zone with a unit on escort duty, when no other ships are 

present, without stopping to engage in naval combat. 

Advanced ASW: Nations that have developed Advanced ASW automatically get to 

make one Defense roll at “2” against each enemy submarine raiding a convoy line where 

that nation has IPP to lose.  

 Table 9-7 Convoy Raiding Summary 

 

Table 9-8 Raiding Modifications (Cumulative) 

Convoy Raiding 

1. Announce convoy-raiding intent during Combat Movement. 

2.  Convoy-raiding roll. Each player rolls a D6 and adds the modifiers from the 

Convoy Raiding table 9-8.  If the raider’s modified roll is higher, the nation must 

lose the difference in IPPs to the bank. 

3. Escorting units and nations with advanced ASW make Defense roll against 

submarines. 

Raider Modifiers Convoy Modifiers 

+1 Coastal Submarine 
+1 per escorting surface warship on 

the convoy line. 

+2 Submarine 
+2 if at least one Friendly aircraft is 

on combat air patrol in sea zone. 

+4 Advanced Submarine +2 Radar technology. 
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Air Combat 

9.12 Airborne Assault: An airborne infantry may move during combat movement by 

strategic bomber or air transport.  The transporting aircraft uses remaining movement to return to 

a Friendly land zone after the first round of combat and does not participate further. If the 

Attacking player chooses the aircraft carrying the airborne as a casualty on round one, the 

airborne infantry is immediately destroyed. An airborne unit cannot retreat from combat.   

9.13 Strategic Bombing: Bombers may make Attacks against Enemy facilities (Factories, 

Naval Bases, Air Bases, etc…). Only Medium and Strategic Bombers may make strategic 

bombing Attacks.  Fighters can participate in escorting and defending against bombers per table 

9-9. 

9.14 Carpet Bombing: Carpet bombing is an option available only to strategic bombers (and 

heavy strategic bombers). (See table 9-9) When carpet bombing, bombers Attack forces in a 

land zone rolling three dice and getting a hit on each dice with a “2” or less (five dice are rolled 

for heavy bombers).  The Attacking bomber is subject to interception and anti-aircraft fire from 

anti-aircraft guns (not facility anti-aircraft guns) just as if it were strategic bombing.  No other land 

forces may fire back.  The bomber attacks for one round after which it must retreat.   

A strategic bomber may also fly a carpet-bombing mission to support an attack by other land 

forces.  In this case it makes its carpet-bombing attack as normal during the first round of 

combat and then retreats if it is not eliminated as a casualty.  Note that it is not subject to 

interception combat (as it would on a strategic bombing mission) but could be eliminated through 

the normal combat process. 

 

Example: A submarine raids a convoy line with 2 escorts.  The submarine rolls 1D6+2 
(for being a submarine) and the defender rolls 1D6+2 (one for each escort).  If the 
defending nation also had radar technology it would have +4 (+2 for escorts and +2 
for radar). Both escorts also get a shot at the raiding submarine. 
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Table 9-9 Strategic Bombing 

Strategic Bombing Mission 

Combat Move: During combat movement, the Attacker flies bombers and escorting fighters 
and designates the facility or zone they are Attacking. 

Assign Interceptors: Defender decides if fighters will Defend.  Defender may choose which 

and how many fighters in the zone participate. 

Interception: There is one round of interception combat where all aircraft participate at 
reduced values and cause casualties to Attacking aircraft. 
Fighters: 3 

Bombers: 1 

Jet Fighters: 5 

Heavy Bombers: 2 

Anti-Aircraft & Facility Damage. Bombers inflict damage and Attacking units are 
subject to anti-aircraft fire. 
From the inherent facility guns if strategic bombing or, 
From all regular anti-aircraft guns in the zone if carpet-bombing. 

Damage. Attacking aircraft damage facilities as follows: 

Medium Bombers 1D6 damage. 
Strategic Bombers 2D6 damage. 
Heavy Strategic Bombers 3D6. 

Strategic bombers that are carpet-bombing instead roll 3D12 and inflict a casualty on a 
roll of “2” or less (5D12 at “2” for Heavy Strategic Bombers). 

Return: Bombers and escorting fighters return to Friendly zones in non-combat movement. 

9.15 Damaging Railroads. You may use strategic bombing to bomb another player’s 

railroad. Each damage reduces the rail capacity of that zone by one.  Railroads have no 

inherent AA but you can Defend against railroad bombing with regular anti-aircraft guns and 

fighters using the normal strategic bombing procedure.  Railroads can be repaired by paying 1 

IPP per damage point.  You will have to make a side note of the damage. 
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Combat Aftermath 

9.16 Capturing a Land Zone:  When a nation captures a land zone it places its roundel in 

that zone and adjusts its income up and the defeated nation’s down based on the IPP value of 

the zone.  Capture of a zone may also affect bonus income. The red number on the map 

indicates the zone’s IPP value. 

9.17 Recapture: If you recapture a land zone that belongs to another member of your 

Alliance you must immediately return it to that nation’s possession by replacing the current 

owner’s roundel with the original owner’s roundel.   

9.18 Voluntary Return: If a land zone you capture does not belong to your Alliance you may 

return it to its original owner (i.e. nation whose roundel is printed on the map).  This is usually the 

case when the Soviet or Allied players recapture land zones that belong to the other.  To return a 

captured zone simply announce your intention to do so and move all of your units from the zone.  

Remove your roundel and place the receiving nation’s roundel on the zone.    

9.19 Defeating a Player Nation: All player nations have surrender conditions.  Refer to 

each National Reference Sheet for details on when and how they surrender.  The surrender may 

be reversed if the status of their surrender conditions changes. For example, if Rome is taken by 

the Allies then recaptured by the Axis, Italy is no longer considered to have surrendered and 

would again be an Axis nation. 

9.20 Capturing an Enemy Capital: A nation that loses its capital loses all of its saved 

IPPs (even if it does not technically surrender). Some nations can set up a second capital.   

9.21 Defeating a Minor Power: Defeat of a Minor Power occurs when all of the units in the 

home country are eliminated.  The player that Controlled that minor maintains Control of all that 

nation’s colonies and the forces stationed there, and all naval units.  A Minor Power that has 

Aligned to a Major Power does not surrender until the Major Power surrenders. (Exception: 

Chinese KMT and CCP, although they are Minor Powers, have separate provisions for 

surrender.) 
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Section 10. Non-Combat & Strategic Movement Phase 
 

10.1 During non-combat movement you may move all of your units 

that did not move during combat movement as well as return aircraft from 

combat and Combat Air Patrol (even if they were placed on patrol during 

combat movement).  Units moving in non-combat movement may not move 

into zones that were conquered this turn except as indicated in 10.2. 

10.2 Reinforcement of Captured Bases: [Optional Rule]: A unit capable of naval 

transport may land units in non-combat movement at a naval base captured this turn. Any 

aircraft may land in non-combat movement at an airbase captured this turn. 

10.3 Air Movement: Air units may move their normal movement allowance.  Air units that 

moved during combat movement must use their remaining movement points to return to a 

Friendly land zone or carrier.  Air units may not land in a zone that was conquered this turn 

(unless using optional rule 10.2).  A unit returning from combat air patrol must use its patrol 

movement to return. 

10.4 Strategic Rail Movement: Land & Air units may non-combat move along railroad 

lines.  A coastal submarine may be railed if it starts and ends its movement adjacent to a 

Friendly Naval Base, Submarine Base or Shipyard and must end its move in a sea zone 

adjacent to a land zone.  No Naval Base is required at the end of the move. 

10.5 Rail Movement Allowance: Regions of the map have different rail capacity defined 

as the number of units that can be moved through, 

into or out of that region each turn. A unit can use 

rail or regular movement but never both in the 

same turn.  If you cross a rail boundary it counts 

against the limits in both areas. 

10 
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10.6 Limits: You may not strategic rail move into a land zone you conquered in combat this 

turn. You may not share your rail capacity with other players or move their units (except Lend-

lease 7.8).  You may give verbal permission for other countries to move through zones using rail 

movement during their turn if they would otherwise be allowed to move into that zone (i.e. you 

are of the same Alliance and at war with the same Major Power). 

Rail Capacity 

  - Europe: 4 

  - British Isles/Japan/USSR/ 
     North America: 2 

  - All Others: 1 

Rail Movement Allowance Example:  Germany has a rail capacity of four in 
Europe.  It could move four units in Europe across rail lines.   If it were to move two 
units from Europe into the Soviet Union (which has a rail capacity of two), that 
move would count against the four moves allowed in Europe and the two moves 
allowed in the USSR. 
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Section 11. Place Units & Collect Income Phase 

 

11.0 Overview:  In this phase you will first place all units from the Place Units Box of the 

Production Chart and deliver lend-lease. Collect income at the very end of the turn. 

Placing Units 

11.1 Place Units: Place all the units in the Place Units Box onto 

the map.  Units must be placed at a factory you have Possessed 

since the start of turn.  You can’t place units the same turn a factory 

is built.  If a minor factory is upgraded you can’t place five units 

there until the turn the factory begins as a major factory.  If you can’t 

place a unit for any reason it remains on the Production Chart until a 

later turn. 

 Weapons developed from advanced technology must be placed at a major factory in 

your home country. 

 Capital Ships (Battleships and Aircraft Carriers) must be placed at a Shipyard.  The 

shipyard must connect to a Major Factory in your home country via an undamaged railroad.   

You may not place more than five ships at the same Shipyard. 

 Ships and Submarines can be placed at any factory location or Naval Base (including 

Shipyards) connected to a factory via an undamaged railroad.  Submarines may be placed at 

a Submarine base.  No more than five ships can be placed in this manner. 

 Militia do not require a factory. The number of militia you may place in a zone is 

equal to the zone’s point value with a minimum of one militia per zone (even if the zone has 

no point value).  A captured land zone is always restricted to one militia per turn.   

11.2 Motorized Upgrade [Optional]: Regular 

infantry can be upgraded to Motorized Infantry for 1 IPP 

so long as they are in their Home Country or in a Supply 

Path that connects to a Major Factory in their Home 

Country. No other type of infantry can be motorized. 

Upgrading takes place in the Place Units & Collect 

Income phase prior to collecting income. 

11.3 Facilities: Facilities, including factories, factory 

upgrades, Naval and Air Bases; may be placed when 

completed.  Place facilities where they started using an Under Construction marker.  If you 

cannot place a facility it remains on the Production Chart until you are capable. 

11.4 Lend-Lease: During this phase deliver lend-lease money and units. 
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11.5 Collect Income: The last thing a player does during this phase is collect all the income 

from zones (the sum of the red numbers printed on the map from zones in possession) around 

the globe and from any earned bonus income.  

11.6 End of Round: Once the last player to move (the USA/KMT player) has collected 

income, it is the end of the round. Move the calendar marker along the track located at the top of 

the IPP tracking chart to the next round. 

 

 Section 12. Units 
 

12.0 Unit Class: Units are classified by the type of unit they represent.  See table 12-1 below.  

These classifications are used in a variety of rule contexts. 

Table 12-1 Unit Classes 

12.1 Unit Descriptions: 

Infantry: Infantry represent a regular, un-motorized infantry 

corps.   

Infantry (Marine): Marines are a special type of unit trained 

and equipped for amphibious warfare. Marines do not suffer 

double casualties on round one of amphibious combat. 

Infantry (Airborne): Airborne represent a divisional level 

formation. Airborne infantry (i.e. paratroopers) are specially 

trained to insert into Enemy land zones via parachute or glider. 

Airborne infantry may make an airborne assault (9.12) from a strategic bomber or air transport. 
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· Infantry Class: Any unit represented by a soldier is infantry (marines, 

   militia, airborne, etc…). 

· Armor Class: Any unit represented by a vehicle (armor, light armor, 

   mechanized infantry, motorized infantry, etc…) This includes cavalry. 

· Artillery Class: Artillery and anti-aircraft (AA). 

· Air Class: Any unit represented by an aircraft. 

· Naval Class: Any unit that is a ship or submarine. 

· Facility: Anything that represents a building or place such as a Naval 

   Base, Air Base, Coastal Artillery, or Fortification. 
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Infantry (Mountain): Mountain infantry are specially equipped and trained for mountain 

warfare. Mountain Infantry add +1 to their Defense value in mountains and never suffer an 

Attacker penalty.  This bonus lasts one round on a mountain border and all rounds in an all 

mountain zone.  Note: If you are not using Mountain rules, replace Mountain Infantry with normal 

infantry during set up. 

Infantry (Militia): The militia unit represents various types of local or immobile defense 

forces.  These are often conscripted and poorly trained units such garrison armies, colonial 

militias and land similar units.  Militia can be built at a non-factory site.  Most Militia cannot move.  

Militia have an Attack value of “1” in the rare case that they can be moved to Attack.  

Cavalry: Cavalry are a divisional level formation.  

Cavalry represents many different types of horse-

mounted soldiers.  They are an armor-class unit.  

Cavalry can pair with artillery for a +1 bonus similar to 

infantry.  

Motorized Infantry: Motorized infantry represent 

regular infantry units that are supported by motorized 

transportation. These units are identical to infantry 

except for their movement. Infantry may be upgraded to a motorized unit in the Place Units and 

Collect Income phase of the turn for 1 IPP if they are in a Supply Path.  Artillery or AA can move 

two when paired 1:1 with a motorized infantry. 

Mechanized Infantry: Mechanized infantry are equipped with halftracks, or other light 

armored vehicles.  Mechanized infantry may not blitz except when paired 1:1 with armor.  

Light Armor: Light armor represents various light and early war vehicles that would be inferior 

to medium tanks both in gun size and armor.   

Medium Armor: Medium armor represents a standard corps level armored formation in World 

War II.  Armor has a special “blitz” ability.  Medium Armor may 

(a) move through an Enemy zones where there are no land 

units and Attack an adjacent zone or (b) following a battle that 

lasts three rounds or less, surviving armor may continue 

Attacking a new zone after all initial combat has been resolved 

if they have sufficient movement points remaining. Blitz 

constitutes a second combat movement only for blitzing units.  

Mechanized infantry can pair 1:1 with armor if they have 

movement remaining.  Blitz combat is resolved immediately after normal combat.   Fighters and 

tactical bombers can follow a blitz if they have remaining movement points to both accompany 

the blitz and return to a Friendly landing spot 
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Artillery: Artillery represents various types of artillery units used for indirect fire.  Artillery has a 

first strike capability. All artillery removes casualties before other units on the first round of 

combat.  The Attacking player may pair infantry and artillery on a 1:1 basis to give each infantry-

class unit (table 13-1) a +1 bonus.  Artillery or AA can move two zones when paired 1:1 with a 

motorized infantry. 

Anti-Aircraft: An anti-aircraft gun (AA) fires specifically at 

aircraft.  It does not Defend facilities from strategic bombing 

(although facilities have inherent AA guns which function 

identically to a normal AA gun but do not move). An AA gun 

rolls one die for each opposing aircraft up to a maximum of 

three rolls on a hit of 3 or less.  The player suffering the hit 

chooses which aircraft to remove as casualties and those 

aircraft make their Attack/Defense rolls as normal. AA guns fire 

on the first round of combat only.   The gun may be taken as a 

casualty in any round.  Artillery or AA can move two zones 

when paired 1:1 with motorized infantry. 

Fighters: Fighters represent a number of World War II propeller driven interceptor, carrier air, 

and fighter-bomber aircraft.  Fighter aircraft have a special ability called air superiority.  During 

the first round of combat fighter hits force the opposing player to select one of his aircraft as a 

casualty if present.  Fighters also participate in strategic bombing escort and interception combat 

at reduced values (9.13). Fighters and tactical bombers with movement remaining to both follow 

the blitz and return to a Friendly landing spot may do so. 

Tactical Bombers: Tactical bombers represent dive-bombers and 

ground support aircraft used in land and naval operations. A tactical 

bomber has target selection “1-3” (on a roll between “1” and “3” it 

selects which target it eliminates as a casualty.)  A tactical bomber can 

select a land or a naval target but not an aircraft.  Fighters and tactical 

bombers with movement remaining to both follow the blitz and return to 

a Friendly landing spot may do so. 

Example: Germany invades West Poland with a large force.  At the end of combat 

Germany has three infantry, two motorized infantry, two mechanized infantry, two armor 
and two tactical bombers.  Assuming they had sufficient movement remaining, Germany 
could continue the blitz with two armor, two paired mechanized infantry and the tactical 
bombers.  The infantry and the motorized infantry could not continue, even if they had 
remaining movement points. 
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Medium Bombers: Medium bombers represent mid-sized bombing aircraft used in both 

ground support and strategic bombing.  

Strategic Bombers: Strategic bombers represent 

large bombers with heavy payloads used to damage 

Enemy facilities.   Strategic bombers do not have a 

standard Attack. They can perform carpet-bombing on 

Enemy forces from high altitude for one round only 

(9.14).  Strategic bombers can also carry airborne 

infantry in an airborne assault (9.12). 

Air Transports: Air transports can carry one infantry-class unit in non-combat movement.  

They may carry one airborne infantry in combat movement during an airborne assault.  Air 

transports must be the last unit selected as a casualty unless they participating in an airborne 

assault (9.12). 

Battleships: Battleships are large heavily armored warships. These ships require two hits to 

sink. A battleship is turned on its side when hit and continue to function until the second hit.  A 

damaged battleship has -1 Attack and -1 Defense. 

Aircraft Carriers: Aircraft carriers are capital ships requiring two hits to sink. They may 

transport two fighters or two tactical bombers (or one of each).  A damaged aircraft carrier has a 

-1 Defense. 

Light Carriers: Light carriers are smaller 

aircraft carriers representing various types of early 

war, escort carriers and ship to carrier 

conversions. They are not capital ships and only 

carry one fighter or tactical bomber.   

Cruisers: Cruisers are large warships with shore bombardment capability.  This unit 

represents both light and heavy cruisers in the basic game. 

Destroyers: Destroyers are ships that are smaller and generally faster than larger vessels.  

Destroyers are good for hunting submarines, and providing escorts to larger vessels.  The 

presence of a destroyer negates all submarine’s first strike ability in combat. 

Torpedo Boat Destroyers: Torpedo Boat Destroyers (TBDs) represent smaller craft 

(usually less than 1,000 tons) and the predecessor of modern destroyers left over from a 

previous era. These were still in the arsenal of many navies at the start of World War II. TBDs 

may not be produced during the game. 
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Submarines: Submarines are useful weapons to harass Enemy convoys. A submarine has 

the following special rules; 

(a) First Strike: A submarine gains first strike when it 

is the Attacker on round one against any group of 

Enemy units that does not include a destroyer. 

(b) Decline Combat: A submarine may decline 

combat with any group of Enemy units that does not 

include a patrolling/carrier-based aircraft.  The 

submarine may remain in the same zone. 

(c) Convoy Raiding: A submarine may engage in convoy raiding with a +2 bonus.  

(d) Submerge: A submarine may, in lieu of making its regular Attack/Defense roll, retreat – 

but remain in the same sea zone (i.e. it can no longer cause casualties or be chosen as a 

casualty). 

 (e) A submarine cannot cause casualties to aircraft. 

 (f) Target Selection: All submarines have a target selection of “1”. 

Coastal Submarines: Coastal submarines represent smaller, older submarines designs with 

limited ranges.  Many navies still operated coastal submarines at the start of the war. Coastal 

submarines may not be produced during the game. 

Naval Transports: Naval Transports can carry two infantry-class units or one infantry-class 

unit and one other land or air unit; or one coastal submarine that must load at Naval Base.  

Naval transports are always chosen last in naval combat except (a) when selected by a player 

using target selection or (b) when fired on by coastal artillery during an amphibious assault. 

12.2 Facilities: Facilities represent important infrastructure in a zone.  Facilities can be built 

without the presences of a factory.  Most facilities are considered to have inherent anti-aircraft 

guns that Defend them against strategic bombing.  Facilities can be damaged by bombers.  Most 

facilities may be captured.   

12.3 Factories: Factories represent the industrial 

production capacity of a land zone.  Generally, this 

would include armaments factories and infrastructure 

to support production.  There are two types of 

factories: Minor and Major. 
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12.4 Minor Factory:  

 Can be damaged for up to five points of damage.  Any damage makes its abilities unusable.  

 Can produce one unit per turn.  

 May upgrade to a major factory only in its Major Power’s Home Country.  

 Can take up to five (5) points of damage. A damaged minor factory cannot 

     produce units until fully repaired.  

 Can be built in zones you did not own at the start of the game as well as a 

     nation’s Home Country.   

 Must connect to a Major Factory in your home nation via a Supply Path at the start and throughout 

     construction.  

 May be used if Possessed since the start of a turn.  

 May build more than one per zone.  

 May be captured. 

12.5 Major Factory:  

 Can produce five units per turn. 

 Can sustain up to twenty (20) points of damage.  Produces one less unit per 

     damage. 

 Can only be built/upgraded in a Major Power’s Home Country.   

 May have more than one major factory in a zone.  

 May be captured. A captured factory can be used if Possessed since the start of the turn but operates 

     as a minor factory. They revert to a major factory once recaptured by their owner.  

12.6 Bases: Bases represent facilities that support military units. There are four types of base 

facilities in Global War; airbases, naval bases, shipyards and submarine bases. 

12.7 Air Base: An airbase represents significant air facilities including runways, hangers, 

repair, training and ordnance storage facilities.  An air base has the following qualities: 

 Can be damaged for up to five points of damage.  Damage negates all  

     abilities. 

 Can extend the range of any aircraft that begins there by one move. Multiple  

     air bases do not provide additional bonuses. 

 Can “scramble” up to three aircraft to fight in a naval battle in an adjacent sea zone. 

May be used if it: (a) is yours (b) belongs to an Aligned minor or (c) is captured.   

12.8 Naval Base: A naval base represents significant naval basing and port facilities.  

 May be damaged for up to five points of damage.  Damage negates all abilities. 

 A naval unit that begins its move at a naval base has its movement is increased by one.   

     Multiple naval bases/ship yards do not add additional bonuses. 

 May be used if it: (a) is yours (b) belongs to a Minor Power you have Aligned or (c) is captured. 
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 May not be used only if Controlled or under ownership of an 

     Alliance member. (You may use other nation’s bases for tracing 

     of lend-lease. See (7.8) and supply paths (1.3) 

 Naval Bases are placed on the Sea Zone (SZ) they border. 

     These are listed in the set ups by their sea zone number (SZ#). 

     Some bases are strategically located spanning two sea zones 

     and provide benefits to both. These are placed on the border of 

     both zones and are listed as (SZ#/SZ#). 

 

 

12.9 Ship Yard: A shipyard represents significant naval construction and repair facilities. 

A shipyard connected via undamaged railroad to a major factory is required to build a capital 

ship.  A shipyard is also required to repair capital ship.     

A shipyard is otherwise treated as naval base.  A damaged Shipyard may not be used until 

repaired. A captured shipyard may be used. 

12.10 Submarine Base: A submarine base is a facility that acts as a naval base for 

submarines only.  A damaged submarine base may not be used until repaired. It can sustain up 

to three points of damage.   

12.11. Fortifications: A fortification represents major defensive networks established to 

prevent invasion.   

Fortifications Defend the first round of combat on a “5” with two rolls.  They add +2 Defense 

to all other units on round one.  They may not be damaged by strategic bombing or selected 

as a casualty.  

Example: Naval & Air Base Use 

Germany could use the following: 

   - Its own naval/air base in West Germany. 

   - A captured naval/air base in Denmark. 

   - A naval/air base in Romania if Germany had Aligned that 

        country. 

Germany could not use the following. 

   - A Japanese naval/air base. 

   - A Spanish Nationalist naval/air base if Germany Controls Spain. 
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Fortifications are placed on a land zone or land-sea zone border. A land unit may not blitz 

into or from a zone that contains a fortification. A fortification is removed if the zone is 

conquered.    

A Fortification is not cumulative with other terrain in the same Land zone on the same round 

of combat.  Thus a unit defending in a city could claim the +2 bonus on the first round of 

combat (ignoring the +1 for the city) and then claim the city bonus on further rounds. 

 

12.12 Special Fortification Areas:  Some areas of the map are so small that a single 

fortification and or coastal artillery protects the entire territory regardless of how many land or 

sea zones they border.   These areas are: 

(a) All islands that are not part of the Home Country of a 

Major Power. 

(b) Gibraltar. 

(c) Panama Canal. 

(d) Malay. 

(e) All Cities. 

 

12.13 Coastal Artillery: Coastal artillery represents gun emplacements along a land/sea 

zone border to Defend against amphibious assault.  Coastal artillery gets one shot per Attacking 

transport and/or shore bombarding ship up to a maximum of three shots.  The amphibiously 

assaulting player still chooses casualties as normal.  Coastal artillery is removed if the zone is 

conquered.   Coastal artillery cannot be strategically bombed. 
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Section 13. Historical Events 
 

13.1 Overview: There are several historical events that take place 

during the 1936 scenario; The Spanish Civil War, Chinese Civil War 

and Abyssian campaign.  

13.2 Spanish Civil War: In the 1936 Scenario the Communist 

(Republican) Spanish Government fights the Fascist (Nationalist) 

forces for control of Spain. 

13 

Spanish Civil War (1936 Only) 

Forces 
Spanish Republicans controlled by USSR. 

Spanish Nationalists controlled by Germany. 

Duration 
Begins July 1936. 

Ends when one side is victorious. 

Conflict 
Germany and the Soviet Union are not at war with Spanish forces and cannot Attack 
Spanish units or territories. 

Germany and Russia use the Spanish forces they Control on their respective turns. 

Axis Support 
Germany and Italy may each lend-lease to the Nationalists.  They may not use their 
own military units. They may use their own IPP to repair Nationalist facilities. 

Soviet Support 
The Soviet Union may lend-lease to the Republicans.  The Soviets may not send their 
own military units.  They may use their IPP to repair Republican facilities. 

Income Production 

Neither side may collect or spend income during the civil war.  Each turn the 
Republicans and Nationalists make a recruitment dice roll during their Place Units & 
Collect Income phase.  Each side attempts to make a dice roll (D12) equal to or less 
than the number of the six Spanish land zones they Possess in mainland Spain.  If 
they are successful they receive one infantry or two militia to place in a zone they 
Possess. 

German-Soviet War 
If Germany and the USSR are at war with each other each side immediately Aligns 
their controlled Spanish forces. 

Victory Conditions 
One side may claim victory when all opposing forces have been eliminated from the 
six Spanish peninsula land zones (not including overseas islands and colonies) 

Resolution 

Axis Victory: German/Italian victory provides 1 IPP bonus income per turn and a 
victory condition for Germany and Italy.  Germany has a chance to Align Spain later. 
Nationalist Spain becomes a neutral country.  

Comintern Victory: A Comintern victory provides a victory condition for the USSR.  
Republican Spain will Align with USSR on the turn USSR goes to war with Germany. 
Until then Republican Spain is a neutral. 

Forces 

Remove defeated Spanish forces from outlying islands and colonies from the game.  
Victorious forces become the Spanish Army.  The victorious player can now 
reconfigure them and place them as he wishes in any configuration in Spanish 
territories.  No more than 1 unit may be placed in Spanish islands or colonies. Naval 
forces must be set up adjacent to a Spanish Naval base. Naval forces of the losing 
side are subject to capture. Roll D12; “1-6” They become property of the victor, “7-12” 
scuttled. 
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13.3 Italian Campaign in Abyssinia: Although by July 1936 the 

Italian invasion of Abyssinia (modern day Ethiopia) was almost over by 

July 1936, this event provides an opportunity for players to fight this 

campaign.   

 

* Note : Although Abyssinia is worth 0 IPP it would satisfy one of Italy’s victory conditions to expand their 

empire. 

 

Italian Campaign in Abyssinia (1936 Only) 

Forces 
Italian forces. 

Abyssinian Forces Controlled by France. 

Duration: The conflict began in 1935.  It ends when one side is victorious. 

Conflict 

  

  

Italy and Abyssinia fight per normal rules.  Abyssinian forces may take 

Eritrea.   Other nations may not intervene without a declaration of war. 

Italy’s attack does not count as a declaration of war on a minor since it 

was already declared prior to 1936.  Nations may lend-lease to 

Abyssinia if a route is available. 

Resolution 

Italians win once they eliminate all Abyssinian forces. 

Abyssinians win if they regain possession of Eritrea.  They remain in 

French Control until Aligned. 
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13.4 Chinese Civil War: At the start of the 1936 scenario the 

Chinese Communist (CCP) and Nationalist (KMT) have been at war 

for nine years with the CCP having sustained significant losses.  In 

the 1939 scenario the CCP and KMT begin with the KMT-CCP truce 

owing to the Japanese invasion of China in 1937. 

Chinese Civil War Overview (1936 & 1939) 

Forces 
Nationalist (KMT) forces Controlled by the USA. 

Communist CCP Forces Controlled by the USSR.  

Duration Began January 1927, ends when one side is victorious. 

Truce 

  

(1936 Only) 

1939 begins with 

Truce in Place. 

CC- KMT TRUCE 

If the Japanese, or any other foreign power declares war on China, the 
KMT and CCP may agree to a truce if both Controlling players agree.   
The truce has the following provisions: 

 Neither side may attack the other or their territories. 

 If one side retakes a territory from a foreign power they keep   
control of it. 

 CCP and KMT can move freely inside of China including moving 
in and out of each other’s zones. 

 The truce ends when the last non-Chinese Enemy unit is off the 
Chinese mainland (exclusive of Formosa & Hanin). 

Victory 
One side wins once it has eliminated all of the other land units from 

mainland China (excluding Formosa and Hanin island). 

Naval Forces 
Losing Naval Forces are subject to naval capture. Roll D12; “1-4” they 

are property of the victor, “5-8” scuttled, “9-12”. 
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Section 14. Pacts and Treaties 
 

14.0 Overview: There are several diplomatic agreements available to players.  Additional 

pact options may be available in future expansion sets.  All Pacts/Treaties are Optional Rules. 

14.1 Signing a Pact: Players may sign a pact at any point in time, even during another 

player’s turn. 

 

Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact 

14.2 Molotov-Ribbentrop (Nazi-Soviet Pacts): The 

Nazi-Pacts include the Treaty of Non-Aggression Between 

Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (Molotov-

Ribbentrop) and their secret additional protocol, as well as the 

German-Soviet Trade Agreement.  This set of agreements may 

go into effect July 1939 (or later) if the German and Soviet 

players agree verbally. 

 Pact Provisions: 

Non-Aggression: Germany and the USSR agree not to declare war on the other. (This 

does not prevent them from doing so in the game.) 

 

Sphere of Influence: 

a. The USSR may combat move units into each of the Baltic States 

and place a Soviet roundel there.  No combat occurs.  Remove all 

Baltic States military units from the game. 

b. The USSR may combat move into East Poland and Lubelskie and 

place a Soviet roundel in each after Germany occupies Warsaw 

(regardless of Polish Alignment to Britain). Combat occurs with any 

Polish forces present. 

c. The USSR may invade Vipuri (Finland).  Germany may not Control/Align Finland until 

Germany is at war with the USSR.  USSR may not attack other zones in Finland.     

d. The USSR may not attack Romania or Hungary while those countries are neutral. 

Trade: Germany and the USSR agree to mutually beneficial trade. The players do not 

actually exchange resources. 

Germany gets 5 IPP per turn bonus income. 

USSR gets 3 IPP bonus income and a free research roll each turn. 

14 
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Basis Nord: Germany may build a submarine base in Murmansk.  This base is 

eliminated immediately if USSR and Germany are at war.  It may not be attacked by a nation 

that is not at war with the USSR. 

Baltic-White Sea Canal: Once per turn a German submarine may move to Leningrad 

(SZ16) during non-combat move and subsequently be placed in the White Sea (SZ6) for no 

additional movement costs. 

Northern Sea Route: Germany may move one naval unit per turn via the Northern Sea 

Route. This unit must begin its non-combat movement in SZ5 or SZ6 By expending its entire 

movement allowance (including Naval Bases bonus) and is then placed in SZ7. 

Termination: Either player may declare the pact nullified at any point in time by renouncing 

it.  Once nullified the pact may not be signed again and all provisions end.  The pact ends 

automatically if Germany and the USSR are at war.   

 

Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact 

14.3 Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact: The Japanese or USSR player’s turn 

may request the non-aggression pact with the other player.  The pact has the following 

provisions. 

 Neither side will attack the other or engage in border 

clashes.  

 Neither side will lend-lease to a side the other is at war 

with. 

 Either side may break the treaty by paying 5 IPP to the 

bank. 

 The Japanese-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact nullifies the 

Sino-Soviet Non-Aggression pact. 

 

Sino-Soviet Non-Aggression Pact 

14.4 Sino-Soviet Pact and the Soviet Volunteer Group:  

The Soviet Union begins the game with an agreement to 

provide assistance to the Nationalist Chinese (KMT) in the 

event China is attacked by Japan. The Soviet Union may lend-

lease to the Chinese KMT per lend-lease rules and the 

Soviets may fly lend-lease aircraft to their destination in 

absence of a supply path.  Soviets may also operate aircraft, 

with permission of the Chinese player, inside Nationalist China 

until they sign a non-aggression pact with Japan.  Such  
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aircraft move and attack on the KMT turn at direction of the Soviet player until the Soviet player 

recalls them or the Japanese-Soviet Pact is signed. Under either circumstance the Soviets to 

remove their aircraft to the nearest Soviet-controlled area (lend-lease equipment may stay). 

 

Vichy France & French Surrender 

14.5 Vichy France Creation: Immediately after 

French surrender the German player may opt to create 

a new neutral country called Vichy France.  British unit 

absence from Marseilles is a prerequisite.  Vichy 

France creation results in the immediate surrender of 

all French units remaining in France.  If Vichy France 

isn’t or can’t be created at this time then all French 

colonies and Forces become Free French. Use the 

following sequential process for Vichy creation. 

Vichy France: The Marseilles land zone becomes Vichy France.  

Place a Vichy French roundel on this territory and a German roundel 

on all remaining territories in mainland France and Corsica.  Remove 

all French forces in mainland France & Corsica.   Germany receives 

income from all Vichy territories.  Move all Axis units out of Marseilles 

to an adjacent Friendly-controlled land zone.   

Vichy Diplomacy: Vichy is a neutral nation that will be Aligned to Germany if attacked by the 

Allies/Comintern and Aligned to Allies if attacked by the Axis. 

Allied Forces: If allied forces are in any other part of France (likely British) they remain.  

However if Paris is encircled with Allied units in it, those units surrender with Paris and are 

removed from the game. 

Vichy Army: Place three infantry, one fighter and one artillery in Vichy France. Vichy units do 

not move. 

French Colonies: For each French colony, roll D12. 

On a “1-6” place a Vichy roundel there.  On a “7-12” place 

a Free French roundel there.  Adjust income for Free 

France and Vichy France (Germany).  If a territory 

becomes Vichy it is Neutral.  If a territory becomes Free 

French the French player commands those units. The 

following territories are combined into one zone for  
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purposes of this determination: 

a. French Indo China: Hanoi and Saigon   

b. Algeria: Northern, Western and Southern Algeria.  

Vichy Navy: For each French naval unit on the board, roll D12. 

1-3: Join the Allies; Unit becomes Free 

French. 

4-6: Scuttled, remove from game. 

7-10: Remains Vichy: Move to sea zone 

beside nearest Vichy controlled land zone. 

11-12: Join the Axis: Replace with German 

equivalent. 

Vichy Surrender: When Vichy France is conquered it surrenders.  All Vichy colonies join 

Free French.  All Vichy French ships are again subject to the Vichy navy dice roll with ships 

joining the Free French/French on a 1-6, being scuttled on a 7-10 and becoming German on an 

11-12. 

Free France: The French player creates Free France by 

moving the capital as detailed on the French National Reference 

Sheet.  All IPP currently in possession of the French player are 

surrendered to the Axis. 

Japanese Possession: French Indo China and New 

Caledonia will become Japanese Possessed if they become 

Vichy territories – regardless of the war status of Japan. 

NOTE: Since Germany resolves Vichy rule at the end of 

combat movement, any ships acquired by the Germans through 

the Vichy navy rule can move in non-combat movement.  This 

could also result in ships from warring nations in the same sea 

zone.   Since combats had already been declared in combat 

movement no new combat will occur. 
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Section 15. Additional Optional Rules 
 

15.0 Overview: In addition to optional rules listed in the rule text, this chapter contains 

several other rules options for players: 

15.1 Optional Rules Checklist: Use the optional rules checklist to record which rules are 

in use. 

 

 

 

 

 

15.3 Suez Re-Route: If the Suez Canal or Gibraltar is Enemy-owned, the British 6 IPPs and 

French 3 IPPs in the Mediterranean cannot be the subject of Convoy Raiding.  Instead, reassign 

the British IPP by adding 3 IPPs to the East African Line and 3 IPPs to the Capetown-London 

Line.   Reassign the French 3 IPPs with 1 IPP on the East African Line and 2 IPPs on the 

Capetown-London Line. 

15.4 Advanced Carrier Aircraft Rules: 

Placing Carriers: When an aircraft carrier is placed on the board, it must be either (a) 

placed with at least one aircraft that is also produced that turn or (b) At least one aircraft from an 

adjacent land zone must be immediately placed on it.  Otherwise, the carrier may not be placed. 

15 

  Rule 

  Mountains & Mountain Infantry (1.4) 

  River Rules (1.5) 

  Optional Victory Scoring (3.5) 

  Damaging Facilities Under Construction (7.3) 

  Damaging Railroads (9.15) 

  Reinforcement of Captured Bases (10.2) 

  Motorized Upgrade (11.2) 

  Pacts and Treaties (14.0) 

  Suez Re-route (15.3) 

  Advanced Carrier Aircraft Rules (15.4) 
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Aircraft: Aircraft must always leave from and return to the 

carrier they are placed on.  They may never land on land 

except if being swapped. 

Swapping: An aircraft may leave an aircraft carrier in non-

combat movement if another carrier-eligible aircraft either (a) 

lands on its deck in the same non-combat movement or (b) is 

in the place units box and is committed to being placed on the 

carrier. 

No Planes: If at any time a carrier does not have any aircraft on board it must move towards its 

nation’s nearest factory in each non-combat movement phase until it has an aircraft on it. 

15.5 Slovakian Resistance Rule: When Germany attempts to annex Slovakia the British 

and French player must decide jointly to allow or contest the annexation of Slovakia.  They do 

this after the German player's Combat Movement Phase.  If they allow it, proceed as outlined in 

the Global War-2nd edition rules.  If they contest it combat occurs between Germany's attacking 

forces and the forces in Slovakia.  If Germany wins, Britain's income is reduced by 3 IPP and 

France's by 1 IPP.  However, if Germany loses or retreats the British and French are empowered 

to resist and instead Britain gains 3 IPP and France 1 IPP in Peacetime Income increases. 

15.6 Convoy Raiding Aircraft 

Overview: Medium Bombers may engage in Convoy Raiding.  The procedure is similar to 

a submarine raiding except as follows: 

Combat Air Patrol: A raiding aircraft must be on combat air patrol and capable of raiding. 

Escorts: Escorting surface warships get a single attack against the aircraft unless those 

aircraft have first strike. 

Advanced ASW: Players who have developed Advanced ASW automatically get a single 

attack at “2” against each enemy raiding aircraft raiding the convoy line where they have IPP to 

lose 
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Appendix A: Strategy 
 

Victory: The central focus of winning the game are the Victory Conditions.  Given the 

assumption that nations will come to peace by ~July 1945, Nations in a good position with the 

most victory conditions are in a better position to bargain their post-war fate and thus “win” the 

game.  Victory in Global War also involves preventing others from succeeding. 

Germany: Germany begins the 1936 scenario with a few significant advantages. 

First, it has a good income (20 IPP) and a strong army.  But being too aggressive in 

the first six turns can give the Allies too much money.  An attack on Britain in July 

1936 increases Britain’s income from 11 to 24. That would give Britain 78 additional 

IPP’s over the course of the game. If you are going to hit early, hit hard.   Germany’s other 

strength is the early ability to purchase medium armor and mechanized infantry. The most 

important element of early German strategy is to 

use the double move, combined with the blitz in 

order to conquer Poland and France quickly.  Once 

committed, swiftly hit the USSR hard before they 

build up or gobble up smaller states in order to build 

your income.    Submarines return on investment 

brings disproportionate loss to Britain.  Have several 

on station by the time the war starts. Germany can 

start placing submarines in Brest and even the 

Mediterranean if it has a naval base connected to a rail line.   Submarines will force the British to 

use their navy for escort rather than protecting transports for an invasion fleet.  You do not want 

to let Britain start building up a transport fleet.   Early success in pushing back the Soviets and 

hampering the British will mean you can hold out once America gets into the war. 

Spanish Nationalists: If Germany chooses to support the Spanish in the Civil War an Axis 

victory is worth two of eighteen possible objectives and provides a bonus 1 IPP per 

turn.  Conversely, letting it fall to the Soviets allows them to Align Spain placing 

Russians on the Axis doorstep; something the French do not also desire. The 

French have a vested interest in ending the game without Comintern troops on any 

border.  The French may allow the Germans to use their rails for lend-lease units.  Pick up the 

spare infantry in Spanish Morocco because the Nationalists will need all the help they can get.    

A. 
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Soviet Union:  The USSR starts the game with poor income and few units.  

Communism requires collective help to survive.  Fighting the Spanish Civil War 

can be a major boon if successful because this allows Soviet Alignment with 

Spain when at war with Germany.  But it can also be a distraction.  The USSR may also want to 

upgrade some of its minor factories.  Fighting border wars with Japan can help weaken the 

Japanese forces and support CCP allies, or it can be another unneeded distraction in preparing 

for the upcoming war with Germany.   Signing the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact provides 4 IPP 

automatically (3 plus 1 for Poland) and even more with the Baltic States and Finland.  Tempting 

as it is to cooperate with Germany, their Victory Objectives make it a matter of time before they 

will attack so be ready. 

Spanish Republicans: The Republicans start with an advantage but both 

Germany and Italy can build up Nationalist forces faster (two lend-lease units vs. 

one from USSR). Republicans should use their navy to get rid of the Nationalists 

as fast as they can.  If USSR is willing to lend-lease a destroyer they could have the three ships 

they need to blockade a Spanish port.  That could be key if Spain has only one port but that 

would leave the Soviets shorthanded.  Spain can also use their bomber to damage the naval 

base where the Nationalist supplies come in, which would force their allies to pay for repairs. 

Communist China: The Chinese Communists start in the mountains.  They 

risk getting wiped out if they try emerging too soon.  They don’t suffer the attack 

weakness of the KMT and their popular support allows them a chance to grow with 

a recruitment roll.  It’s definitely advantageous to sign the truce and grow, then advance into 

Japanese held areas.  If they get a chance to take an area close to the Soviet border this allows 

bonus income.   

Japan: Japan starts out the game with most of Asia ripe for the taking.  Like 

Germany, Japan should wait for the right time to strike 

to avoid triggering income increases in their enemies.  

Japan needs resources and bonus income from certain resource-rich 

areas.  If Japan takes on China it should prioritize the capture of 

Chinese Naval Bases to cut off the flow of British lend-lease.  The only 

lend-lease route left, the Burma Road, doesn’t open until 1938.  

Yunnan is pivotal to the Chinese defense because it allows for outside 

help.  Japan’s special abilities must also be exploited.  The ability to 

use destroyers as infantry transports is very helpful in deploying 

Japanese troops. Engaging in border conflicts with the USSR can be helpful if it’s part of a 

comprehensive strategy with Germany, but be warned, it does little to aid your victory conditions.  

As the United States gets into the war, their fleet will come take advantage of your vulnerability 

as a nation and blockade, therefore a strong fleet is essential to survival.  Be careful not to build  
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it too fast, because other countries are threatened by Japanese ships and gain income when you 

build them prior to war. 
 

Great Britain: Great Britain must protect critical areas 

including the Suez, Gibraltar, and Malta.  Build militia and 

colonial infantry to protect Africa from German and Italian 

aggression.  Ensure there are enough surface vessels to provide escort 

against both German and Italian raiding – if you don’t they will whittle you 

down fast.  Make sure the fleet is available to protect the home island 

from German invasion.  Keep fighters close at hand in case Germany 

decides on a bombing campaign.  Ultimately, a strong Britain can 

threaten the entire coast of Europe with invasion, something that 

Germany will need to defend against to survive.  Remember that when 

the Netherlands fall you can not only get all the Dutch income but you 

also can allocate the NEI (Netherland East Indies) income among the 

FEC and ANZAC.   

Far East Command:  The FEC will need to protect vital areas including 

Malay, Calcutta and the Dutch East Indies.  Colonial infantry and militia will help 

protect these areas.  The FEC’s fleet is not strong enough to take on the 

Japanese but it can make them pay a high price for moving against India or swing up to the 

Mediterranean to help out against the Italian fleet.  Use the factory in Calcutta to build armor and 

consider even building a second minor factory.  Watch for Japanese submarine aggression 

along the convoy routes in the Pacific. If that isn’t enough pressure you are the only lifeline 

China has to the outside World. You control both Hong Kong and the Burma Road and can lend 

to China when it’s at war with Japan.  Slip the Chinese a little bit of money to ensure their 

survival. 

ANZAC: The ANZAC starts relatively weak, but should be built up to deter 

Japanese aggression.  Sydney needs to be protected at all costs. Once the 

ANZAC grows in power, threaten the Japanese holdings in the NEI and use 

submarines to harass Japanese convoy lines. 

France: France usually doesn’t survive the German 

invasion, but this unlikely outcome can result in a quick defeat 

for Germany.  At the start of the game France can build forces 

to cause maximum damage to the Germans but it’s likely the 

French player will soon be running the Free French.  Free France can build colonial infantry and 

militia and, with a little lend-lease, start to reclaim territory.  France still gets income from free 

territories and can use them to cause problems for their enemies.    
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Italy: Italy’s strong surface and submarine fleet threatens the British in the 

Mediterranean and Africa.  Italians should threaten Cairo and Gibraltar and force 

the British to stretch their assets in defense.  The British and French can’t declare 

war on Italy until Italy declares war on at least one other country and that does not 

include Abyssinia, since it starts at war with that country.  Italy’s victory conditions require 

expansion, even if (in true Mussolini fashion) the country isn’t worth much. That’s why Albania 

and Abyssinia are actually valuable to the Italians. 

United States: The USA starts 

the game with very little income, 

reflective of its neutrality and 

isolationist attitude.  Early in the 

game the USA can lend money to the Chinese if the 

Japanese start attacking them.  The US must 

incrementally prepare for the upcoming war 

because an Allied victory may be up to the US 

player.   Very late in the game the US may also be 

faced with the decision of whether or not to declare 

war on the USSR – which it can only do after one 

enemy capital has fallen.  Doing so results in the loss of a victory objective so it has to be worth 

more than one for the US to benefit.  That may be the case if the USSR has been particularly 

aggressive.  The US is powerful, but the victory objectives are sometimes more difficult to obtain 

while protecting vast commitments, and containing both Fascism and Communism. 

Nationalist China: The division of China into many semi-autonomous regions 

reflects the historical disunity in China during the pre-World War II era.  While this 

may seem cumbersome, the division keeps the KMT from overrunning the CCP 

and makes it possible for the Chinese 

player (with a lack of Japanese aggression) to even 

aggress against the warlords in an effort to unify 

China and meet Victory Conditions.  Be careful; too 

much aggression against warlords or CCP create 

vulnerability to Japanese aggression.  But Japanese 

indifference allows you to unify by getting rid of the 

CCP and warlord forces. Protect Yunnan at all costs, 

it is one of the only ways you can get outside help 

(via the Burma Road). 
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Appendix B: Designer and Playtest Notes 
 

General Notes 

1. Playability vs. Realism: During play testing we were inundated with requests from 

many people, which basically fell into two camps.  The first was people who wanted more 

realism and more detail to make everything more historical.  The second request was for less 

detail and speed to the game.  Our approach to this game was to make it fun (which we assume 

is why you play), and interactive (see General Note #2), but add significant historically relevant 

detail.  We could not please everyone but for those of you who want less detail and faster play, 

we encourage you to leave off anything you don’t like.  For those who want more detail and 

realism it is coming with the expansions. 

2. Player Interaction: We 

designed this game with many subtle 

features designed to increase player 

interaction (cooperatively and 

competitively).  We think this makes a 

good game!  To that end, there are a lot 

of situations in the rules that we think 

support this.  Victory Conditions (See 

End Notes #12) force players to balance 

national self-interest with those of their 

alliance and create a three-way 

competition between Axis, Allies and 

Comintern.  Lend-lease is yet another 

area where players can cooperate (or 

not) and the ability to lend-lease will 

make it obvious to players which nations 

are team players and which ones are not.  The US player will be besieged by the French, 

Russian, Chinese, British and FEC players for money and equipment and must weigh whose 

loyalty is most helpful to win. There are also areas where players – even traditional enemies – 

might work together. Examples of these include specific pacts such the Chinese Civil War Truce, 

the Japanese-USSR border clashes and non-aggression pact, the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and 

others.  There are times players must ask permission from each other such as the use of 

railroads and straits.  If you’ve angered your Allies they can always say no!  You may also run 

into some chain of command issues those playing the FEC, ANZAC or Western USA and those 

playing Great Britain or Eastern USA respectively and hold the seat of Government for decision 

making.    

3. 1936 and 1939 Scenarios: There are two Global War scenarios provided.  The 1936 

Scenario is a long 18 turns and takes many hours to complete. The start of the war is slower and 

this scenario is good for people who appreciate the subtleties of the build up to war, enjoy 

constructing their forces more deliberately and don’t mind the restrictions that occur early in the  

B. 
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game.  The 1939 scenario is more straightforward and plays faster.  We found play testers 

had different reactions to each scenario. Some really enjoyed the nuances of the build up to war 

and others did not.  Ultimately which to play depends on your style of play. 

4. Game Scale: Generally, infantry represent about 50,000 men (a Corps) although some 

units (Airborne and Cavalry) represent a divisional level unit.  Even though the average airborne 

soldier is better trained than the average soldier; airborne units are still weaker with a “2” Attack 

and Defense.  Aircraft represent 250-500 aircraft and ships range from about 1:4 for capital ships 

to 1:22 or more for destroyers.   

5. Immediacy: You will notice some things happen immediately in the game. Declaring 

war, for example can be done any time you able to do so, even during an opponent’s turn.  We 

hope this adds to the player interaction and we see it leading possibly to some rash decisions 

late in the game as conflict escalates between the USSR and USA. 

 

End Notes (As referenced in the rules) 

1 
Alliances: World War II was a three-way struggle, between Fascism, Communism and 

Democracy.  This is reflected by the alliance system in which each alliance has separate victory 
conditions. 
2 
Aligning: Figuring out the complex way nations enter war was a difficult part of the design.  

The Alignment system regulates not only when nations come to war but how. 
3 
Supply Path: A Supply Path is a very important concept.  Players will find it increases the 

importance of naval bases and railroads and is important in many expansions and advanced 
rules as well. 
4 
Strait Control: Straits are easily 

controlled by minefields, small craft and 
coastal guns. 
5 
Bosphorus & Dardanelles: These 

straits, collectively known as the Turkish 
straits, flow between the Mediterranean and 
Aegean Sea.  The narrow Bosporus, being 
only 700 meters at its narrowest makes it 
more of a canal than strait for game 
purposes.  The Montreux Convention of 1936 
allowed Turkey to deny passage to belligerent 
ships, which it did. 
6 
Baltic-White Sea Canal: The Baltic-White Sea Canal was a shallow draft 227km canal 

and lake route between Leningrad and the White Sea.  Too shallow for warships, the canal was 
only 3.5 meters deep but submarines could be barged up through the route to the White Sea.  
The canal was built by prisoners, many of whom died in the process.  The canal opened in 
August 1933.  The canal was originally known as the Stalin-White Sea Canal.  Its use by 
Germany was part of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. 
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7 
Danish Straits: The Danish Straits consist of three narrow channels connecting the North 

Sea to the Baltic.  Allied warships are prohibited from entering here prior to the war as this action 
would have provoked not only the Germans (which the Allies were reticent to do) but also the 
Soviets.  Furthermore, a German capture of Denmark would have left the fleet trapped with no 
friendly port access.  The controlling depth of the 
channels (10 meters) and icing conditions made the 
Baltic unappealing.   Britain operated submarines in 
the Baltic against Swedish ore shipments to 
Germany. 
8 
Burma Road: The Burma Road in the game, 

as in real life, is vital to Chinese survival.  Once 
Japan secures Shanghai, Nanking, Peking and 
Hong Kong (location of Chinese/British naval 
bases) the only way to lend-lease to China is to 
access the naval base in Burma and then move the 
lend-lease via the railroad and Burma Road to 
Yunnan. 
9 
Antarctica: People have seriously doubted the sanity of having Antarctica on the map, 

especially since it is not useable.   It is featured in several planned expansions. 
10 

Northern Sea Route: German use of the Northern Sea Route 

was a provision of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact.  Navigation of the 
route required the assistance of Soviet ice-breakers, 
reconnaissance aircraft, radio and weather stations which is why the 
limited total number of ships is one and other nations are not 
allowed to use it without Soviet permission.  Germans used this 
passage to send a Merchant-Raider into the Pacific. 

11 
Choosing a Scenario: Read the notes on the scenarios (General Note #3).  Note that the 

set ups for 1939 does not reflect exactly what a nation would get from six turns of production. 
12 

Variable Game End: The variable game end is intended to keep people from gaming 

victory conditions by making last minute territory grabs or rash actions.  It can also bring the 
game to a quicker end if one side is able to grab a major power capital or two.  Thus, the rule 
favors the Axis if it can hold Paris and puts a little bit of pressure on the Allies to dislodge them.  
If Germany can grab and hold another capital that puts it in a pretty good position. 
13 

National Victory Conditions: While Alliances 

win based on their total victory conditions, nations in 
World War II had their own national self-interest.  Thus, 
while not all nations have the same number of Victory 
Conditions, we encourage competition among all nations 
in pursuit of their objectives.  This is why several method 
of scoring are provided.   Methods based on scoring by 
nation are not necessarily fair as some nations have 
more VCs than others but it does provide historical flavor.  
It is the intent to get nations to compete – such as the 
competing demand of Britain to provide lend-lease to 
France or consider their own Empire! 
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14 
Income Increases: The process of coming to 

war is represented by nations gearing up their 
military spending and production in response to the 
increasing belligerence of the Axis and other powers.  
Players will notice these income increases take place 
immediately, and thus it could be that during another 
player’s turn their actions trigger an income increase 
that allows that player to impact a later portion of the 
same turn.  For example, the US increasing their 
income based on Japanese aggression might allow 
them to close the Panama Canal to Japan. 
15 

Declaring War: Remember that you can 

declare war at any time, even during another player’s 
turn, even as they are just about to transit a strait you 
don’t want them to go through. 

16 
Allied Declaration of War Penalty: Historically the Allies were democracies and did not 

just invade nations, therefore the Allies pay a stiff penalty for such an attack.  The penalty is 
designed to simulate the abstract cost of lower international support for the Allied cause. 
17 

Technology: Technology development is intended to progress in stages.  In later 

expansions you may see early war units that might only require a few stages of development or 
units that could require more than one technology. 
18 

Heavy Armor: Heavy armor isn’t really intended to be “heavy,” but really second-generation 

armor that was a big improvement over early war tanks.  To that effect, consider heavy armor as 

the T-34/85, Sherman Firefly, etc…rather than the extreme heavy units that were to come late in 

the war.  They debut in our expansions. 

19 
Advanced ASW: Advanced ASW is intended 

to represent the arming of merchantmen with a 
variety of anti-submarine devices.  Such devices 
might include deck guns, anti-aircraft guns (vs. 
raiding aircraft) and catapult-launched aircraft.   
This technology also represents improved 
intelligence and convoy tactics. 
20 

Lend-Lease: Lend-Lease: Lend-lease is 
intended to promote player cooperation and friction.  
It might be obvious that the USA can’t help the 
USSR in 1941 but with lend-lease the Soviets know 
the USA could at least send some money (or better 
yet armor) and the French know they could get 
something to further their aims.  It becomes pretty 
clear in a game who you’re friends are. If the USA 
isn’t sending some help to the USSR, the USSR 
might not be willing to put pressure on Japan from 
the East.  Lend-lease also allows nations to push 
arms to support minors at war such as in Spain.   
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The route is the “shortest” both to prevent the player from tracing a wild route all over the globe 
but also to allow interdiction by submarines.  Lend-lease really represents sending materiel – so 
lending an infantry unit by the US to the Soviet Union would really represent arms and war 
material with the Soviets supplying the personnel. 
21 

Raiding: You will notice that the cost of 

submarines is low (5-6 IPP) and their combat 
effectiveness is lower than previous games of this 
type. Submarines are suited for raiding and 
although they average only a two point IPP loss per 
turn they can do up to seven damages (when you 
roll a “6” and your opponent rolls a “1” a 1:36 
chance) and this creates a definite need to counter 
the threat.  The use of escorts also requires Britain 
to spread out their surface warships for escort duty 
rather than concentrate them.  Note also that all the 
line values do not necessarily represent all 
overseas income received by a nation.  The value is abstracted based on a number of factors 
which can be complex.  The amount Britain stands to lose is actually greater than the value of its 
possessions making it imperative the British player protect itself.  The player with the most takes 
all the raiding damage first. Although this is not really realistic the reality is that Britain is going to 
take most of that damage when it shares a line with France, or otherwise the Free French would 
never have any money. 
22 

Escorting: The rules for escorting are designed to a few things; First, limiting escorts to one 

per zone means that Britain needs to spread her ships out along the convoy lines in order to use 
them effectively rather than employing them as a large attack force.  Second, limiting ships on 
escort duty from blocking moving units also highlights the commitment a player must make 
between naval combat and escort duty. 
23 

Radar Bonus: From 1943 forward allied airborne radar was instrumental in the majority of 

U-boat kills. 
24 

Ship Placement: The five ship limit is intended to prevent a player from using the output of 

multiple factories at the same Shipyard, which would be unrealistic. 
25 

Coastal Submarines: There was a lot of debate about coastal submarines in our play test 

group. Coastal Submarines represent holdovers from previous eras that were still in the arsenals 
of some navies.   The coastal submarine’s abysmal move of “1”is less representative of its speed 
than its extremely small torpedo load out and limited range, as over the six month period that 
comprises a turn the Coastal Sub would need to return to base many times.  We did not allow 
players to purchase coastal subs even though some were built during the war because they 
make incredibly easy naval fodder. 
26 

Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact: We used the initial language of the pact which can be found 

translated online: http://www.lituanus.org/1989/89_1_03.htm 
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